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User studies play a vital role in data visualization research because they help measure the strengths and weaknesses of different visualization techniques quantitatively. In addition, they provide insight into what makes one technique more effective than another; and they are used to validate research contributions in the field of information visualization. For example, a new algorithm, visual encoding, or interaction technique is not considered a contribution unless it has been validated to be better than the state of the art and its competing alternatives or has been validated to be useful to intended users. However, conducting user studies is challenging, time consuming, and expensive.

User studies generally requires careful experimental designs, iterative refinement, recruitment of study participants, careful management of participants during the run of the studies, accurately collecting user responses, and expertise in statistical analysis of study results. There are several variables that are taken into consideration which can impact user study outcome if not carefully managed.
Hence the process of conducting user studies successfully can take several weeks to months.

In this dissertation, we investigated how to design an online framework that can reduce the overhead involved in conducting controlled user studies involving web-based visualizations. Our main goal in this research was to lower the overhead of evaluating data visualizations quantitatively through user studies. To this end, we leveraged current research opportunities to provide a framework design that reduces the overhead involved in designing and running controlled user studies of data visualizations. Specifically, we explored the design and implementation of an open-source framework and an online service (VisUnit) that allows visualization designers to easily configure user studies for their web-based data visualizations, deploy user studies online, collect user responses, and analyze incoming results automatically. This allows evaluations to be done more easily, cheaply, and frequently to rapidly test hypotheses about visualization designs.

We evaluated the effectiveness of our framework (VisUnit) by showing that it can be used to replicate 84% of 101 controlled user studies published in IEEE Information Visualization conferences between 1995 and 2015. We evaluated the efficiency of VisUnit by showing that graduate students can use it to design sample user studies in less than an hour.

Our contributions are two-fold: first, we contribute a flexible design and implementation that facilitates the creation of a wide range of user studies with limited effort; second, we provide an evaluation of our design that shows that it can
be used to replicate a wide range of user studies, can be used to reduce the time evaluators spend on user studies, and can be used to support new research.
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1 INTRODUCTION

Information visualization (InfoVis) is the use of visual representations of abstract data to amplify human cognition [1]. One of the main goals of InfoVis is to enable the quick absorption of large amounts of data by leveraging the powerful human visual system. InfoVis researchers increasingly work on algorithms, visual designs, and interaction techniques for visualizing and analyzing data. The scientific InfoVis process necessarily involves evaluating the effectiveness of such algorithms, designs, and interaction techniques. These investigations are mostly conducted with some form of user-driven evaluation, since the effectiveness of a visualization system is typically measured in terms of its ability to help users extract information or insight from it. As such, user-driven evaluation forms a key element in InfoVis research and human-centered visualization designs [2, 3, 4].

User-driven evaluations, also known as user studies in human centric experiments, are fundamental to validating research contributions in the field of visualization. For example, a new algorithm, visual encoding, or interaction technique is not considered a contribution unless it has been validated to be better than the state of the art and its competing alternatives or has been validated to be useful to intended users. Similarly, a design study (which involves designing a visualization system to support the workflow of a domain expert), is considered a contribution if it is validated to efficiently support the intended workflows of the domain expert. User studies are also instrumental in informing the choices visualization designers make between wide array of visualization types and
interaction techniques. For example, a network or relational data can be displayed as either a node-link or a matrix, and each method may support different tasks with different degrees of effectiveness. With the help of a user study, alternatives can be weighed to discover which one is more effective in supporting the goals of the designer. Finally, user studies can highlight problems with visual designs. For example, a user study can be used to pinpoint visualization properties that are problematic to users, which user tasks are inadequately supported by a given visualization, and which changes can be made to improve user experience.

Despite all the listed advantages, conducting user studies is challenging, time consuming, and expensive [2, 3, 5, 6]. These challenges may be a contributing factor to the disproportionately small number of formal user studies done in the infoVis community. For example, Lam et al. [7] revealed that only 42% of 850 papers published in the major visualization venues (between 2002 and 2012) reported an accompanying evaluation. Building infrastructure to facilitate the evaluation of visualizations is seen as a step towards making user studies more feasible for evaluators [8] [9] [10].

The goal of this dissertation is to reduce the overhead involved in designing and running controlled user studies of web-based data visualizations so evaluations can be done more easily, cheaply, and frequently to rapidly test hypotheses about visual designs. This goal was pursued with the following two objectives and contributions:

**Contribution 1:** Design of a framework (VisUnit), that can reduce the overhead involved in designing and running web-based user studies, is user
friendly, and is sufficiently flexible to support a wide range of user study types. Prior to this work, such a framework did not exist, and there were no design recommendations for implementing one.

To this end we explored requirements for the design from previous user studies in the information visualization literature. Key technologies were explored and leveraged. A prototype framework (GraphUnit) that facilitates graph user studies was designed, implemented, and evaluated. Several user studies were ran to gather more requirements for different user study and visualization types; and VisUnit was designed and implemented. VisUnit is offered as an open source framework to be used and extended by the visualization community, and is also offered as an online service to provide real time support and time saving functionalities for user study evaluators.

**Contribution 2:** An evaluation of the effectiveness and efficiency of using such a framework (VisUnit) to support a wide range user study types.

To this end we demonstrated the effectiveness of the design, VisUnit, by showing that it can be used to replicate a wide range of existing user studies. Specifically, 84% of 101 controlled user studies published in IEEE Information Visualization conferences between 1995 and 2015 can be replicated with VisUnit. These user studies involve graphs, multidimensional visualizations, trees, 2D areas, and temporal visualizations. We also conducted a user study involving 5 computer science students to demonstrate the efficiency of the design. Students were asked to design user studies to evaluate alternate visual encodings using freely available web visualizations. On average, it took participants one hour to
design a study. In summary, the study portrays the efficiency of the design by showing that evaluators can use VisUnit to design user studies in less than an hour, run studies and analyze study results within a day.

An important merit of our work is recognizing that current research trends create the opportunity to significantly simplify and stream-line the evaluation of data visualization systems. First, current advances in web development such as HTML5, D3 [11], and WebGL, have prompted a migration of visualizations towards the web with increasing number of visualizations being targeted at web-based users. Second, crowdsourcing has been established as an effective tool for evaluating visualizations [12, 13, 14, 15]. Third, the visualization community has standard design guidelines [2, 3, 5, 6, 16, 17, 7] and task taxonomies [18, 19, 20, 21, 22, 23] to support the evaluation of visualizations. These advances create two opportunities: First, the overhead of evaluating visualizations can be lowered by semi-automating the processes involved in designing and running user studies, by managing study participants on the web and collecting their data automatically. Second, the size of study participants can be expanded, and studies can be targeted to users of diverse or specific demographics and expertise. This dissertation investigated a design of a framework to help user study evaluators harness these opportunities.

1.1  Thesis Overview

The dissertation is organized into 7 chapters. Introduction and motivation for the study are contained in Chapter 1, while the conclusions and contributions of
the study are presented in Chapter 7. Chapter 2 provides background information, literature review and related work necessary for laying the basic foundation of the entire study. Chapter 3 presents problem definition and methodology used in this dissertation whiles providing information on the key questions to be addressed.

Chapter 4 introduces the design, implementation, and evaluation of a prototype framework, GraphUnit, that semi-automates the process of designing, running, and analyzing results of graph user studies. GraphUnit simplifies the process of designing and fielding controlled quantitative user evaluations of web-based graph visualizations. This prototype provided a solution for a smaller problem that helped fine-tune the general design requirements and also helped test hypotheses on a smaller scale. The design and primary results contained in this chapter have been published in the Computer Graphic Forum (CGF) journal. GraphUnit is currently available as open-source software at http://vizlab.cs.fiu.edu/graphunit/

Chapter 5 describes the novel design and implementation of VisUnit, a framework that semi-automates the process of designing, running, and analyzing results of a wide range of user studies that involve many visualization types. VisUnit is flexible, user-friendly and allows evaluators to design user studies with their own tasks and datasets, automatically manages the run of user studies. VisUnit automatically generates statistical analyses for finished studies, and provides functionalities to support the cleaning of results data. The detailed architecture and design of VisUnit are intended for submission to the IEEE Transactions on Visualization and Computer Graphics (TVCG) journal.
Chapter 6 evaluates VisUnit’s effectiveness by showing that it can be used to replicate several existing user studies in the visualization literature, and also describe an example of a research work that was supported by VisUnit. The efficiency of VisUnit was tested by evaluators with advance degrees in the field who are familiar with information visualization and who are unaffiliated to this project. VisUnit is currently available as open-source software at [http://vizlab.cs.fiu.edu/visunit/](http://vizlab.cs.fiu.edu/visunit/)

### 1.2 Original Contribution of the Study

The major original contributions of this dissertation, which can be found in Chapters 4, 5, and 6 discusses the significance of this work primarily to the field of information visualization. First, this dissertation introduced a novel design that facilitates web-based user studies and supports a wide range of user study types. Secondly, an implementation of an open-source system and an online service that offers time saving functionalities to evaluators was introduced. Thirdly, we provide evaluations to demonstrate the efficiency and effectiveness of our design to support a wide range of user studies, and we provide an example of a research work that was supported by our design. Ultimately, this research offers a new way of designing web-based infrastructure to facilitate user studies, and shows the potential impact of VisUnit to the visualization community.
2 LITERATURE REVIEW

This chapter presents a detailed background information on user studies, research trends that motivated this dissertation, as well as previous works related to this dissertation.

2.1 Background on user studies

Information visualization (InfoVis) is the study of visual representations of abstract data to amplify human cognition [1]. InfoVis researchers study algorithms, visual designs, and interaction techniques for visualizing and analyzing data.

This thesis targets evaluation studies involving real users that allow visualization designers to obtain empirical evidence of the usability of their designs [2]. User studies play an important role in data visualization research because they allow us to measure the strengths and weaknesses of different visualization techniques, provide insight into what makes one technique more effective than another, demonstrate the practical use of new techniques, and inform refinement and redesigns of techniques [2, 5].

User studies are fundamental to validating research contributions in the field of visualization. For example, a new algorithm, visual encoding, or interaction technique is not considered a contribution unless it has been validated to be better than the state of the art and its competing alternatives or has been validated to be useful to intended users. User studies are also instrumental in informing the choices visualization designers make between the wide array of visualization types.
and interaction techniques. For example, a network or relational data can be displayed as either a node-link or a matrix. Knowing which visual encoding is better for a specific case will depend on the task that the visualization will be used to perform, the data, or the domain. With the help of a user study, alternatives can be weighed to know which one is more effective in supporting the goals of the designer.

However, conducting user studies is challenging, time consuming, and expensive [2, 3, 5, 6, 17]. Challenges faced by evaluators include finding the right variables to evaluate, picking the right tasks and datasets, choosing the right methodology, and being rigorous in procedure and data collection. Evaluators also face challenges in recruiting participants and analyzing study data [1, 7]. These challenges may partly explain a widening gap between technique development and their independent formal evaluation in the visualization community. For example, the most recent comprehensive graph drawing survey cited about 100 papers on techniques and only about 30 papers on design and evaluation studies together [15, 24]. Lam et al. [7] also revealed that only 42% of 850 papers published in the major visualization venues (between 2002 and 2012) reported an evaluation. The work presented in this dissertation helps reduce the overhead involved in conducting controlled user studies and allows evaluators to easily design study protocols, field such studies with online crowdsourcing, and receive appropriate analyses of the study results.

In visualization research, user studies can broadly be grouped into three categories [2]: controlled studies - which compare two or more designs
quantitatively; usability evaluations - which are used to identify problems users encounter with a design; and case studies - which are used to observe how users use designs in their natural environment. Case studies and usability evaluations both answer evaluation questions with subjective human responses with the goal of deriving information that can be used to improve a given visualization system.

Controlled user studies on the other hand are quantitative studies aimed at producing generalizable and reproducible results [7]. This dissertation focused on controlled user studies because they follow an established methodology, are challenging to conduct, can be successfully run with web-based or crowdsourced participants, and are common in the visualization community [7, 25].

2.1.1 Controlled user studies

Controlled user studies are quantitative studies used to compare two or more visualizations or interactive techniques by measuring human performance (typically accuracy and time) on simple tasks abstracted from real life tasks. For example, a controlled study can be employed to determine if a node-link visualization is better at depicting graph connections than a matrix visualization by allowing study participants to repeatedly identify if two selected nodes are connected in each visualization and comparing their performance in the two visualizations.

In controlled user studies, evaluators follow a rigorous process of developing hypotheses, identifying independent variables, choosing tasks that users will perform, measuring dependent variables such as performance time and accuracy, and using statistics to declare confidence in the results [17]. Ultimately, due to the
relatively high precision in controlling experimental factors and measuring dependent variables, study results of controlled user studies can be generalized to a larger population [17].

2.1.2 Independent and dependent variables

Independent variables are characteristics related to the properties of a visualization system that can be manipulated or controlled in an experiment for a change in user behavior [26]. Independent variables are manipulated across at least two levels of the characteristic. In visualization, an independent variable can take the form of a visualization type or visual encoding, (e.g. different visual encodings for representing multidimensional data, such as parallel coordinate plots vs. star plots), an interaction technique (e.g. different ways of performing a selection), or a dataset (e.g. a small dataset vs a big dataset). The levels of an independent variable are known as "test conditions" or "conditions".

Dependent variables on the other hand are human behaviors that can be measured while users are interacting with the independent variables. The common dependent variables used in visualization experiments are task completion time and task accuracy (or error rate). More broadly, dependent variables can be any measurable human behavior that can provide an insight into the difference in strength for any two test condition such as answer re-entries, number of interactions used, or amount of time spent in training [26].
2.1.3 Trials

Typically, each user task is repeated with several task instances, each of them is known as a trial, and the mean of the trials is taken as the user's performance on the user's task. For example, for the connectivity graph task "Are the two highlighted nodes connected?", there will be several trials or task instances, with each trial having two different highlighted nodes.

2.1.4 Examples of controlled user studies

Below are examples of controlled user studies in visualization.

Example 1 - Holten et al. [27] investigated how different types of directed edges (Figure 2.1) affect user performance on graph tasks. The independent variable used was "directed edge", and the test conditions of the independent variable were "tapered edge", "curved edge", and "arrow-head edge". The measured dependent variables were accuracy and completion time.

Figure 2.1: Three different types of directed edges: tapered (a), curved (b), and arrow-head (c).
**Example 2** - Ghoniem et al. [28] investigated the readability of two different graph representations (Figure 2.2) on graph tasks. The independent variable used was "graph representation", and the test conditions of the independent variable were node-link, and matrix. The measured dependent variables were accuracy and completion time.

![Figure 2.2: Two different representations of graph data, node-link (a) and matrix (b).](image)

**Example 3** - Laidlaw et al. [29] compared six visualization methods used for displaying two dimensional vector data (Figure 2.3) using tasks related to fluid mechanics. The independent variable used was "visualization methods for 2D vector data", and the test conditions were icons on a regular grid (GRID), icons on a jittered grid (JIT), icons that borrow concepts from oil painting (LIT). The measured dependent variables were accuracy and completion time.
Figure 2.3: Six different visualization methods for displaying 2D vector data. Image taken from [29].

Example 4 - Heer et al. [12] compared judgment types corresponding to different types of visual encodings (Figure 2.4) using judgment tasks. The independent variable used was "types of judgments", and the test conditions were "judgment based on position along a common scale", "judgment based on length", and "judgment based on "angle". The measured dependent variables were
Example 5: Heer et al. [30] evaluated the effect that chart size and layering have on perceptions of time series visualizations (Figure 2.5) using judgment tasks. The independent variable used was "chart type - size type", and the test conditions used include 3 (charts) x 4 (chart sizes). The measured dependent variables were accuracy and completion time.
Typical processes involved in controlled user studies

The methodology of quantitative empirical evaluations has been around for centuries and they include developing hypothesis, identifying independent variables, controlling other factors of the study, measuring dependent variables, and applying statistics to the study [31, 32]. Controlled user studies in visualization generally follow this established methodology [17].

The processes commonly used by evaluators can be grouped into 5 stages [13, 29, 33, 34, 35, 36, 37, 38]:

**Stage 1**: Develop hypothesis - identify the independent variables for the study (i.e. visualizations or datasets or combination of visualization and dataset), identify the dependent variables, and identify the tasks to be performed.

**Stage 2**: Design the study - specify the independent variables, specify the dataset(s) and tasks to be used, specify the dependent variables, and specify the experimental design of the study (i.e. within-subject or between-subject).

**Stage 3**: Run pilot studies with participants - have participants perform the study to identify problems with the study design.

**Stage 4**: Run actual study with participants - have participants perform tasks with the appropriate test conditions, and measure and save dependent variables.

**Stage 5**: Filter results and analyze results - clean the data and perform statistical analysis of the results.

Problems discovered and observations made during pilot studies are addressed iteratively to improve the user study design. The actual study is run after successful run of pilot studies. Afterwards, results are analyzed with statistics to
determine the effects that the independent variables have on the dependent variables.

Aside stage 1, where the evaluator makes decisions on the visualization to evaluate and the data and tasks to use for the user study, stages 2 through stage 5 can be automated. This dissertation therefore focuses on how to facilitate or automate these processes listed in figure 2.6.

![Flowchart of user study processes](image)

Figure 2.6: The typical processes that are involved in user studies.

### 2.1.6 Typical protocol used in running controlled user studies

A typical controlled study protocol has pre-study, actual-study, and post-study activities. **Pre-study** activities include providing an introduction of the experiment to participants, having participants sign consent forms, and gathering demographic data (e.g. age, gender, and experience). **Pre-study** activities also include demonstrating the tasks with examples, and allowing participants to perform practice trials of the tasks they will be performing in the study. Additionally, **pre-study** activities sometimes include providing participants with standardized tests.
that measure their characteristics, such as color-blindness test, perceptual speed test, and visual working memory test. *Actual-Study* activities include having participants perform the tasks with the appropriate test conditions, measuring and saving dependent variables related for the tasks. *Post-study* activities include gathering data on the experience and opinions of participants using a questionnaire. For example, users can be asked to rate their experience on a Likert scale and provide their comments and preferences among competing test conditions.

### 2.1.7 Within and between subjects study design

Studies can either be designed as within-subjects or between-subjects. The Table 2.1b below illustrates how test conditions are assigned to participants. In within-subjects (also known as *repeated measure*), each participant performs the study tasks with all the test conditions, one after the other as illustrated in Table 2.1a. In between-subjects studies, each participant performs the tasks with only one of the test conditions being evaluated (Table 2.1b).

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Participant</th>
<th>Test Condition</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>A</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>B</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Participant</th>
<th>Test Condition</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>A</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>B</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 2.1: A table showing a within-subject design and a between-subjects design.
Using a within-subjects or a between-subjects study design comes with advantages and disadvantages [26]. A key advantage of within-subjects studies is that it requires fewer study participants because subjects are tested on all conditions. As a result, behavioral differences of subjects have less impact on the variance of the study data because subjects are likely to exhibit their performance behavior across all conditions. On the other hand, within-subjects studies require longer study duration, and results can be compromised by learning effects or fatigue.

2.1.8 Learning effects

Learning effects occur due to the order in which conditions are presented, for example if participants performed tasks with condition A before performing the same tasks with condition B, they may perform better with condition B due to experience gained from condition A. However, there are protocols to minimize learning effects such as counterbalancing where subjects are first placed in groups and the order of conditions are presented differently to each group using a Latin Square. For example, if there are two conditions in the study (condition A and condition B), subjects can be equally assigned to two groups (Group 1 and Group 2), Group 1 members will perform tasks with condition A before condition B, and Group 2 members will perform the tasks with condition B before condition A. An example of a Latin square ordering for 2, 3, and 4 test conditions is illustrated in Figure 2.7. A more robust Latin square has also been recommended by other
researchers which include having a balanced table in which conditions follow each other equally [26]

![Latin squares](image)

Figure 2.7: Examples of Latin squares for 2, 3, and 4 conditions.

### 2.1.9 Controlling fairness and other factors that affect study validity

The validity of user studies can be affected by several factors, these include: providing unfair experiences across participants, having inconsistent instructions and tasks across participants, providing unequal training to participants, overstressing participants, and learning effects [5, 17]. If these factors are not controlled properly, they can lead evaluators to make erroneous conclusions about studies. Example includes, finding a relationship between the independent and dependent variables when there is none (type I error) and not finding a relationship when there is one (type II error) [17]. These types of errors indicate that performing valid user studies require skill, carefulness and rigorous work.

### 2.2 Tasks adapted in user studies

One important component of user studies is the tasks users perform. Tasks commonly used in user studies range from low-level domain-independent taxonomy tasks such as the taxonomies of Amar et al. [39], Lewis et al. [40], and
Zhou et al. [41], to compound and domain-specific tasks that build on these low-level tasks such as the graph taxonomy [18], and the network evolution taxonomy [21]. Table 2.2 shows the low-level tasks commonly used in visualization user studies. The focus of this work is on how to present these tasks to users and how to accurately receive and validate responses of these tasks.

Table 2.2: Low-level tasks that are commonly used in the visualization user studies.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Low-Level Tasks</th>
<th>Description</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Retrieve value [39]</td>
<td>Find attributes of a set of data cases.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Filter [39]</td>
<td>Find data cases whose attribute values satisfy a set of conditions.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Compute Derived Value [39]</td>
<td>Compute an aggregate numeric value representation of a set of data cases.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Find extremum [39]</td>
<td>Find data cases that have an extreme value of an attribute</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sort [39]</td>
<td>Rank a set of data cases according to some ordinal metric.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Determine Range [39]</td>
<td>Find the span of values of an attribute within a set of data cases.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Characterize distribution [39]</td>
<td>Characterize the distribution of a quantitative attribute's values over a set of data cases.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Find anomalies [39]</td>
<td>Identify any anomalies within a set of data cases with respect to a given relationship or expectation.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cluster [39][40][41]</td>
<td>Find clusters of similar attribute values within a set of data cases.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Correlate [39][40][41]</td>
<td>Determine useful relationships between the values of two attributes of a set of data cases.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Scan [18]</td>
<td>Quickly review a list of items.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Set Operation [18]</td>
<td>Perform set operations on sets of data cases E.g. intersection.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Locate [40][41]</td>
<td>Find a data case that you know about.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Identify [40][41]</td>
<td>Find a data case that was not necessarily known previously.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>------------------</td>
<td>-----------------------------------------------------------</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Distinguish [40] [41]</td>
<td>Find differences in attribute values between sets of data cases.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Categorize [40] [41]</td>
<td>Find divisions that a set of data cases can be sorted by.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Distribution [40]</td>
<td>Describe the overall pattern of a set of data cases.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Rank [40][41]</td>
<td>Find the order of a set of data cases based on values of an attribute.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Compare [40]</td>
<td>Compare a set of similar data cases based on some attributes.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Associate [40][41]</td>
<td>Find the relationship between sets of data cases.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

2.2.1 Recruiting participants

In lab-based user studies, participants are usually solicited through several mediums such as email, word-of-mouth, phone calls, and wall notices [26]. Participants have to be scheduled on days and times within the week that is favorable to them. Due to this, studies that require large number of users can run into weeks, and even months. Participants are also compensated for their time. Generally, the recommended compensation is at least the minimum wage rate to be able to attract enough prospective participants [12].

Ideally, participants should be drawn at random from a broad population. However, the common practice in lab-based studies is that, participants are selected from an available group of people such as undergraduate and graduate students, and work colleagues [26, 13]. Results from such studies can compromise the external validity of a research in cases where the population used for the study is too different than the intended population [26].
Recruiting and managing diverse and large number of participants for lab-based studies is challenging and can lead to user studies lasting for weeks and months. As such, most lab-based user studies are used as a final validation of research projects. A framework that reduces the effort required in running user studies will enable user studies to be done within hours or days, which will enable designers and researchers to frequently evaluate competing visual designs.

Additionally, recruiting domain experiments for experiments is a challenge, because domain experts are rarely free to participate in lab-based user studies. A framework that automates the management of user studies on the web will also provide an opportunity to get access to busy participants such as domain experts who can perform the study at their own free time.

### 2.2.2 Web-based and crowdsourced user studies

The web provides tremendous opportunities for empirical researchers to perform experiments and evaluate ideas quickly, as such web-based experiments is increasingly popular in several research fields [12, 15, 42, 43, 44, 45]. Furthermore, advancements in web technologies such as HTML5, D3 [11], and WebGL, has also made it possible to increasingly develop interactive web-based visualizations and perform web-based user studies. A web-based user study provides the opportunity of having access to many participants from different parts of the world. In addition, it provides the opportunity to distributes studies easily through email requests, posting on forums, and sharing on social media platforms.
Crowdsourcing user studies refers to the process of recruiting a group of web-based participants to perform tasks that require human effort. Crowdsourcing takes many forms such as gamification [46], wisdom of the crowd [47], and peer-production science [48]. Crowdsourcing platforms such as Amazon Mechanical Turk provide an infrastructure for deploying experiments and recruiting diverse user populations to participate in the study. This dissertation provides a design that supports both web-based user studies and user studies performed with crowdsourced participants.

### 2.2.3 Amazon mechanical turk

Amazon Mechanical Turk (AMT) [49] [50] is a paid crowdsourcing platform where Requesters (employers) post microtasks known as Human Intelligence Tasks that are completed by Workers (employees). Payments can be as low as $0.01 and rarely exceeds $1, but AMT recommends rewarding user effort based on the minimum wage. Requesters can also choose to reward good work with bonuses and choose not to pay Workers that perform very badly.

Workers are anonymous to requesters, and they can be pre-screened or filtered with "Qualifications" such as level of experience, and country of residence. The Qualification feature opens opportunities for performing research with specific user groups and the possibility of performing longitudinal user studies with selected class of users [50].

The low cost and relative ease of recruiting large number of participants makes Amazon Mechanical Turk an attractive platform for large scale experimentation.
AMT has been used to successfully run research experiments in information visualization and several areas of Computer Science such as HCI [51], Computer Vision [52], information Retrieval [53], and Natural Language Processing [54].

This research provides a design that leverages crowdsourcing platforms such as Amazon Mechanical Turk to support the recruitment of participants for web-based user studies.

2.3 Research trends that motivate this thesis

This dissertation leverages four recent research trends in information visualization research. First, guidelines and protocols for fielding evaluation studies effectively are becoming increasingly standardized [2, 3, 5, 6, 7, 16, 17]. For example, Carpendale provided guidance on the different quantitative and qualitative evaluation approaches [17], Munzner presented the appropriate evaluation methodology to use for different design choices [16], and Lam et al. [7] provided an overview of current evaluation practices in visualization.

Second, online crowdsourcing platforms such as Amazon Mechanical Turk (AMT) have been shown to be valid for running evaluative visualization research [12, 13, 14, 15], and crowdsourcing has several advantages over on-site experimentation. These includes easy access to a diverse population of participants, low cost of experiments, and fast iteration between hypothesis formation and hypothesis testing [13, 55]. Heer et al. [12] replicated previous laboratory studies of spatial encoding and luminance contrasts on AMT to show that results obtained online can match results obtained in laboratory studies.
Kosara et al. [13] successfully leveraged AMT to replicate a previous lab study on how visual metaphors affect users' understanding of node-link and treemap diagrams. More recently, Jianu et al. [15] used AMT to evaluate how four different node-link visualization methods display group information, and Boukhelifa et al. [14] employed AMT to investigate how sketchiness can serve as a visual variable to encode data uncertainty in information visualization. Following the same trend in HCI, Komarov et al. [56] re-implemented three previous experiments on user interface designs both in the lab and on AMT, and did not find any significant difference in accuracy, time, and consistency between the two settings. All such studies were specific and manually set up. This research leverages AMT to semi-automate the evaluation of visualization user studies.

In addition, advances in web technologies such as Asynchronous Javascript and XML (AJAX), HTML5, WebGL, Data Driven Documents (D3) [11], and Processing [57] have caused a transition of visualization development from desktop to the web, and as such, an increasing number of visualizations are prototyped and developed directly to run in web-browsers [58, 59, 60].

Finally, standard task taxonomies and datasets have been organized in the visualization community for the evaluation of specific types of visualizations. These task taxonomies include Lee et al. for graphs [18], Saket et al. for group-level graphs [19], Valiati et al. for multidimensional visualizations [20], Ahn et al. for network evolution analysis [21], and Fekete et al. for tree visualizations [22]. Benchmark datasets include datasets used for the InfoVis contests 2003 - 2005 [23].
These four trends make it now feasible to stream-line user study evaluation by assembling user studies that conform to standard evaluation protocols and uses taxonomy tasks linked to benchmark datasets; fielding such user studies online using web-visualizations; and using crowdsourcing to automatically recruit study subjects. The proposed methodology of integrating these four research trends is novel, even though efforts to simplify the design of experiments exist.

2.4 Related work

There are previous systems that have worked on simplifying how controlled user studies are designed and run in data visualization and HCI. TouchStone [61] is a platform for designing and running lab-based user studies. It facilitates the process of creating new experiments and extending existing experiments. However, it was targeted at HCI experiments that evaluate pointing and navigation interaction techniques; and it supports tasks that require answers through interaction but not other types of inputs such as text or numbers.

The Hierarchical Visualization Testing Environment (HVTE) [62] is a testing environment for running comparative studies of hierarchy browsers. It launches predefined tasks, and records users answers and completion times. However, it was built on top of a Java framework for visualizing hierarchies and it is tightly coupled to that framework.

EvalBench [63] is a software library that supports controlled lab-based visualization user studies. It provides commonly used evaluation methods and functionalities that evaluators can use to simplify their work such as generating
answer widgets, and logging user answers and interactions. However, EvalBench requires additional implementation effort from evaluators. Evaluators have to extend and implement interfaces, and modify the source code for the design of a study. Implementation efforts for the use of EvalBench can be as much as 800 lines of codes (LOC).

Experimentr [64] is a light-weight library that aims to support module-based evaluation of web-based visualization systems. It is an unpublished work-in-progress, and currently provide helper functions and sample modules that evaluators can use. Experimentr [64] however, do not support the design and running of experiments.

A More recent work is VEEVvie [65] which supports the analyses of result data of visualization and virtual reality user studies. They provided tools such as heatmaps, parallel coordinates, and other widgets to support the exploration of results data. Their motivation for simplifying the data analysis process is close to the motivation of this research. Although VEEVvie provides visual exploration of the data, the tool presented in this study automatically generates graphs and appropriate statistical analyses of the data which is absent from VEEVvie.

This research work is also closely related to research efforts to provide infrastructure that facilitate experimentation in human computation experiments, social experiments, and website usability experiments. For example, Bakshy et al. [66] provided a language to simplify web-based randomized field experiments; their language provides a library to separate experimental design from application logic, however, it is not user friendly, and requires a significant amount of code.
writing from evaluators. TurkServer [67] provides a framework that supports designing and running human computation and social experiments on Amazon Mechanical Turk, but it also requires a significant amount of code writing on both client and server sides. CrowdStudy [68] also provides a framework that supports designing and running website usability experiments with online study participants. This research work differs from these efforts by focusing on supporting processes involved in visualization user studies.

This dissertation was also inspired by TurkIt [69], a toolkit that leverages crowdsourcing for iterative text editing tasks, and CrowdDB [70], a system that uses crowdsourcing to answer queries that cannot be otherwise answered by traditional database systems. However, these systems do not support visualization user studies.

2.5 Summary

This research work differs from the above efforts of simplifying and facilitating user studies and experiments. First, this research work provides a design and implementation of a framework that facilitate a wide range of web-based user studies, which differs from TouchStone [61] that was targeted at lab based HCI experiments, HVTE [62] that was targeted at specific hierarchical browsers, and EvalBench library [63] that provides reusable functionalities to support lab-based visualization studies. Second, this research work provide a high degree of simplicity and automation derived from the use of standardized protocols which differs from EvalBench [63] that requires significant implementation effort from
evaluators. Third, this research work provides a design that enables evaluators to design user studies with a user-friendly interface, automatically manage the run of web-based user studies, and automatically analyze results of user studies with minimal effort.
3 PROBLEM DEFINITION AND METHODOLOGY

This chapter presents the research problem, describes the research goals in detail, presents the research methodology, and describes the research questions that were addressed.

3.1 Research Problem

The problem investigated in this research was how to design an online framework that can reduce the overhead involved in conducting controlled user studies involving web-based visualizations. Currently such a framework does not exist and there is no clear design guideline in the literature on how to design and build such a framework that is user-friendly and flexible to support many types of studies and tasks.

3.2 The need for a framework design that facilitates a wide range of controlled user studies.

User studies are commonly used in information visualization to validate research contributions and validate effectiveness of design decisions. For example, imagine the following scenarios:

Scenario 1: John has developed a new visual encoding to represent multidimensional data. John will have to perform a user study to compare his new visual encodings with the state of the art visual encodings such as parallel coordinate plots and start plots in order to validate the effectiveness of his design.
Scenario 2: Kate have designed a novel interaction technique for performing overview+detail. Kate will have to compare her new interaction technique with the state of the art such as "pan and zoom" and fisheye lens to validate the effectiveness of her design or to identify the unique functionalities of her design.

Scenario 3: Mark is developing a visualization system for a given data, domain, or task; Mark want to choose the right visualization or the right visualization properties that will be more effective or useful for his specific domain and tasks. First Mark can use guidelines in the visualization literature and choose the right visualization and/or visualization properties that apply to his condition. In situations where there are no specific guidelines, Mark can perform user studies to choose the right visualization and the right visual properties for his specific condition. After the visualization is done, Mark can also conduct a user study to see how best his solution supports the intended tasks.

As can be seen in the above scenarios, user studies are central to information visualization researchers as well as visualization designers. Apart from its importance in evaluating finished designs, user studies are also essential to support decisions that visualization designers make during the developmental stages of a visualization design. During a visualization design, designers make a lot of decisions on variables such as size, value, area, surface, volume, texture, color, orientation, and shape [71] [72]. Each of these variables have different expressive power depending on the data, domain, or intended tasks. As such using user studies to choose the right variables enables evaluators to make more informed decisions.
3.2.1 The Existing Problem:

User studies generally requires careful experimental designs, iterative refinement, recruitment of study participants, careful management of participants during the run of the studies, accurately collecting user responses, and expertise in statistical analysis of study results. There are several variables that are taken into consideration which can impact user study outcome if not carefully managed. Hence the process of designing user studies, running pilot studies, and successfully running the actual studies can take several weeks to months.

Due to the huge amount of time and expertise required for user studies, it is not surprising that user studies have been used predominantly to evaluate finished designs. But finished designs can be inherently complex, and as noted by Walenstein [73] and Tory et al. [3] they can also be problematic and error prone. For example, uncontrolled features in a given visualization system can dominate results and lead to unexpected study outcomes. As such, it will be beneficial to have user studies focus on comparing the effectiveness of design ideas and on hypothesis that are easily testable. However, given the amount of time required to run user studies, running many different studies to evaluate different design ideas and hypothesis can be time consuming and challenging.

Based on these limitations, having a design that facilitates user studies will save evaluators considerable time on designing and running user studies. Such a framework will also enable evaluators to run many different user studies to test
different design ideas and hypothesis involved in designing visual encodings, interactive techniques, or domain based visualization design.

3.3 Research goals

The main goal of this research project was to lower the overhead of evaluating data visualizations quantitatively through user studies. To this end, the study implemented the research goal with the following objectives: (1) Design an online framework (VisUnit) that semi automates the processes involved in the evaluation of visualization user studies, which is flexible to support many tasks and visualization types. (2) Evaluate the effectiveness (ability to support a wide range of user studies and efficiency (ability to save evaluators time) of such an online framework in supporting visualization user studies.

3.4 Research Questions

To achieve the research objectives, three different levels of research questions categorized as high-level, middle-level, and low-level (Figure 3.1) were addressed.

3.4.1 High-Level Questions

On the high-level, the following two research questions were addressed. (1) "How can we design a framework that is user-friendly and flexible to semi-automate web-based user studies of many visualization types and task types?". Answering this research question is important to solve the main research problem. (2) "Can this framework be effective and efficient to facilitate a wide range of user
studies?". Answering this question is important to evaluate the effectiveness and efficiency of the solution to the research problem.

3.4.2 Middle-Level Questions

On the middle-level, smaller research questions were explored to help achieve the high-level research questions. These research questions include: "How can we support the design of web-based user studies?", "How can we support the automatic running of user studies?", "How can we support the analysis of user study results?", "How can the framework be made extensible with task types, task instances, and datasets?", "How can this framework design be made effective?", and "How can this framework design be made efficient?"

3.4.3 Lower-level questions

On the low-level, low level design and implementation questions were explored to help address the research questions at the middle-level. These questions include how to design the architecture of VisUnit, how to design interfaces, and how to design and implement research solutions in general.
**High Level Questions**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>How can we design a framework that is user-friendly and flexible to semi-automate web-based user studies of many visualization types and task types?</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Can this framework be effective and efficient to facilitate a wide range of user studies?</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Middle-Level Questions**

| How can we support the design of user studies? | How can this framework be made effective? |
| How can we support the automatic running of user studies? | How can this framework be made efficient? |
| How can we support the analysis of user study results? | How can this framework be made extensible with new task types, task instances, and datasets? |

**Low-Level Questions**

| What are the Low-level design and implementation issues that need to be solved to answer the intermediate and high level questions? |

Figure 3.1: An overview of research questions that were approached and answered in this thesis.
3.5 Research methodology

An overview of the methodology of this research work is shown in Figure 3.2.

Figure 3.2: Overview of research methodology: First, an investigation was done to determine how to design a framework to support user studies of a specific visualization type (i.e. graph network). Second, requirements for different visualization types were analyzed. Third, VisUnit was designed, implemented and evaluated.
3.5.1 Designing a flexible user friendly online framework (VisUnit) that semi-automates the processes of visualization user studies and supports many types of user studies.

This research problem was approached in two phases. The first phase of this research investigated a smaller problem, "how to design a framework that semi-automates the processes involved in conducting user studies of a specific visualization type". Starting with a smaller problem allowed us to gather design requirements, and to test design decisions and hypothesis on a smaller scale. To this end, an investigation was done to determine how to design a framework that facilitates user studies involving graph networks. Graph networks were chosen as the starting point because graphs are commonly used in visualization and several other domains, and graph tasks are well understood. To solve this research problem, the visualization literature was explored for requirements involving graph user studies. The requirements gathered include processes involved in conducting user studies and fundamental properties of graph user studies. Based on these requirements, an open-source framework (GraphUnit) was designed, implemented and evaluated. GraphUnit facilitates graph user studies by semi-automating the design, run, and result analyses of graph user studies. The design and implementation of GraphUnit is described in Chapter 4.

The second phases of this research investigated "how to design a framework that can facilitate the processes involved in conducting a wide range of user studies that involve many visualization types". In addition to the requirements gathered from the design of GraphUnit, we surveyed the visualization literature to
understand common practices in conducting user studies in the visualization domain, and to define the range of user study designs that VisUnit has to support. Based on these requirements, an open-source framework (VisUnit) was designed and implemented. VisUnit is flexible, user-friendly, and facilitates a wide range of user studies involving many different visualization types. Ultimately, VisUnit was designed to allow evaluators to design user studies with benchmark tasks and datasets as well as their own tasks and datasets. VisUnit allows evaluators to design user studies using a user-friendly interface; automatically manage the run of user studies; automatically generate statistical analyses for finished studies, and provide functionalities to support the cleaning of results data. The design and implementation of VisUnit is described in Chapter 5.

### 3.5.2 Evaluating the effectiveness and efficiency of VisUnit’s design

During the course of designing GraphUnit and VisUnit, several evaluations were performed to test the effectiveness and efficiency of design choices. Such evaluations served as a guide to fine-tune VisUnit’s design and improve its support for a wide range of user study types.

The effectiveness and efficiency of GraphUnit and VisUnit were also formally evaluated after their design and implementation. To demonstrate the effectiveness of the design, we describe how the methodology of 84% of 101 controlled user studies published in IEEE Information Visualization conferences can be replicated on VisUnit. These user studies involve graphs, multidimensional visualizations, trees, 2D areas, and temporal visualizations.
The efficiency of the design was also demonstrated by showing that evaluators can use VisUnit to design user studies in less than an hour; and run studies and analyze study results within a day. Specifically, a user study was performed involving 5 graduate computer science students who are familiar with visualizations. Students were asked to design user studies to evaluate two different representations of tree data using freely available web visualizations. On average, it took participants one hour to design a study, and place those studies on Amazon Mechanical Turk. The evaluation of GraphUnit is described in Chapter 4, and the evaluation of VisUnit is described in Chapter 6.

3.6 Summary

The problem investigated in this research was how to design an online framework that can reduce the overhead involved in conducting controlled user studies involving web-based visualizations. Currently there is no guideline on how to design such a framework that is user friendly and flexible. The goal of this research is to lower the overhead involved in performing quantitative user studies. The goal was achieved with two sub-goals: designing a flexible online framework that semi-automates the processes involved in running user studies; and evaluating the effectiveness (ability to support a wide range of user studies) and efficiency (ability to save evaluators time) of the framework. The first phase of the research investigated a smaller problem, "how to design a framework that can facilitate graph user studies?". The solution to this problem is discussed in Chapter 4. The second phase of the research investigated "how to design a framework
that can facilitate the processes involved in conducting a wide range of user studies that involve many visualization types". The solution to this problem is presented in Chapter 5. Finally, the evaluation of the research is presented in Chapter 6.
4 GRAPHUNIT: A FRAMEWORK TO SUPPORT THE EVALUATION OF

GRAPH USER STUDIES

This chapter presents the first phase of this dissertation. In this phase, we show the designed, implemented, and evaluated GraphUnit, a framework that semi-automates the process of designing, running, and analyzing results of graph user studies. GraphUnit was designed after exploring the visualization literature for requirements based on the fundamental properties of graph user studies and common processes involved in graph user studies. GraphUnit supports graph user studies by offering a user-friendly interface for designing user studies, and leverages crowdsourcing and a set of evaluation modules based on a graph task taxonomy. Graphs play an important part in several domains such as neuroscience [75], social sciences [76], software engineering [78], and genomics and proteomics [77]. Graph visualization research provides novel and effective ways to understand networks through effective visual encodings and interactions and user studies are commonly used to evaluate graph research outcomes.

Here we introduce a novel framework that allows visualization designers to quickly configure user studies for web-based graph visualizations, uses crowdsourcing to conduct the user study, and automatically returns the appropriate statistical analyses of the study’s results.

The design of GraphUnit focused on five issues: defining tasks and datasets, connecting a visualization to our evaluation service, configuring user studies,
running user studies, and analyzing user study results. These five key issues are detailed in the following sections.

4.1 Architecture

The architecture of GraphUnit is shown in Figure 4.1. GraphUnit conceptually consists of three main modules (i.e. Study Setup, Study Manager, and Result Analyzer), and a library of graph related datasets and tasks. The Study Setup module handles user study configurations and it consists of a setup interface and a setup manager.

The interface is used by evaluators to upload their visualizations on GraphUnit’s server and to configure user studies. Configuring a user study involves specifying which uploaded visualizations should be used as conditions, selecting datasets and tasks from GraphUnit’s default libraries, and configuring the study
protocol: type of study (i.e. within or between); number of users. The setup manager uses this information to create a configuration specification file. The setup manager then creates a dedicated directory for the user study, and loads to that directory the configuration specification file and other files uploaded by the evaluator.

The Study Manager is activated once an online user accesses the deployed user study. The manager loads the study’s specification file, and creates the necessary infrastructure for conducting the experiment. The manager then oversees the actual user study by assigning participants to conditions, presenting tasks to participants through the study interface, and saving results to text files in the study’s dedicated directory.

The Result Analyzer loads these results, summarizes and graphs them using D3 [11], generates statistical analyses that are appropriate for the study design using R [134], and presents these results to the evaluator.

GraphUnit stores its own library of datasets and tasks in raw text and XML format in a dedicated directory structure. Specifically, GraphUnit stores interconnected data definitions and task definitions. A data definition includes both the actual data, and task instances defined on that data for each type of task that GraphUnit supports. Task instances are instantiations of a general type of task (e.g., "are two nodes connected?") on a particular dataset (e.g., "are nodes A and B connected?"). As such, for each dataset we define an XML file that contains a list of specific data elements required to create instances of that task (e.g., specific
pairs of nodes for a neighbor task). An example of such an XML file is shown in Figure 4.2.

As shown in Figure 4.3, GraphUnit supports quantitative tasks adapted from the graph task taxonomy of Lee et al. [18]. It also contains several graph datasets of varying sizes and complexities which were derived from two larger networks— a book recommendations network (which was also used by Jianu et al. [15]), and a co-starring network derived from the internet movie database (IMDB).

```
<xml version="1.0">  
<taskFile>  
  <answertype>options</answertype>  
  <option>yes</option>  
  <option>no</option>  
  <question>  
    <node>Daniel radcliffe</node>  
    <node>Ralph Fiennes</node>  
    <answer>Yes</answer>  
  </question>  
  <question>  
    <node>Billy Dee Williams</node>  
    <node>Mack Hamill</node>  
    <answer>Yes</answer>  
  </question>  
  <question>  
    <node>Peter Falk</node>  
    <node>Dennis Hopper</node>  
    <answer>No</answer>  
  </question>  
</taskFile>
```

Figure 4.2: An example of a task file.

4.1.1 Extending GraphUnit with new datasets and tasks

The online version of GraphUnit allows studies to be configured using only data and tasks that are stored on GraphUnit’s server.
However, evaluators can install their own version of GraphUnit and gain control over what these datasets and tasks are. To extend GraphUnit with a new dataset, the actual data need to be added first in JSON format or as lists of edges. Then, a new task-instance file (XML) needs to be created for that data for every task that GraphUnit supports, or at least for tasks that the dataset will be used for. Thus, the complete definition of a GraphUnit dataset will consist of both the actual graph data, and a series of XML files, each listing instances of one particular task type defined on that dataset (e.g. a list of node pairs for the graph connectivity tasks). Similarly, to extend GraphUnit with a new task type, this task needs to first be defined in an XML file by specifying the generic question that subjects will be asked, and the type of answer they will be able to provide. Then, new XML files need to be created for each existing dataset in GraphUnit, or at least for those datasets that will be used, to specify task-instances for the newly created task type on those datasets.

![Quantitative Tasks](image)

**Figure 4.3:** Options of quantitative tasks that can be used for the evaluation.
4.2 Configuration of user studies

This section describes how evaluators can configure user studies.

4.2.1 Connecting a visualization

Evaluators are required to augment their web visualization by implementing an interface of JavaScript methods that allow GraphUnit to control their visualization. Specifically, they were asked to provide methods for loading a dataset into their visualization (setDataset), and highlighting nodes in the visualization (selectNodes). A few optional interface methods allow developers to customize tasks and messages that are shown to the subjects during the study, and will be described later. Once the visualization implements these interfaces, developers can upload them, together with supporting files, to GraphUnit. At that point, they become accessible by GraphUnit, and can be linked to tasks and datasets that GraphUnit provides.

To evaluate visualizations that cannot be uploaded to GraphUnit’s host server, for instance because they require significant additional resources such as a database, the evaluator needs to install their own copy of GraphUnit. This is relatively simple as GraphUnit is a small Java servlet application that requires no special libraries or database dependencies.

4.2.2 Configuring

To configure user studies, evaluators use the simple web form shown in Figure 4.4. This form allows them to upload one or several visualizations and their supporting files, specifying which uploaded visualizations should be used as
conditions in the study, selecting one of GraphUnit's datasets to be used in the evaluation, and selecting tasks that will be evaluated.

In accordance to Lee et al.'s taxonomy [18], quantitative tasks include: topology tasks (e.g. Are two highlighted nodes directly connected?), attribute tasks (e.g. Is there an adjacent node starting with a given letter?), and browsing tasks (e.g. Find the number of nodes on a given path that starts with a given letter). Figure 4.3 shows available options for quantitative tasks. Additionally, for each type of task evaluators select, they need to specify the number of instances and maximum allowed time for that task. For example, a study can be configured to contain 20 instances of the task "Are two highlighted nodes directly connected?" and allow subjects 10 seconds to complete each task instance. Optionally, studies
may also include qualitative questions such as "Rate the easiness of the visualization tasks from 1-Not easy to 5-Very Easy" or "What problem did you have with the visualization?".

Once the configuration is complete, GraphUnit generates a study specification XML file (Figure 4.5), and uploads it to the dedicated study repository. The study manager will use that specification to create instances of the study. One such instance is shown to the evaluator as a preview demo, at which point the evaluator can deploy the study or edit it. Deployment can be done either through Mechanical Turk or by sending the study URL to a dedicated group of online users.

```xml
<study_specification>
  <dataset>imdb_small</dataset>
  <studyname>study8</studyname>
  <experimenttype>Within</experimenttype>
  <condition>
    <conditionurl>d3_graph_arrow.html</conditionurl>
    <conditionshortname>cond1</conditionshortname>
  </condition>
  <condition>
    <conditionurl>d3_graph_tapered.html</conditionurl>
    <conditionshortname>cond2</conditionshortname>
  </condition>
  <task>
    <name>neighbor_one_step</name>
    <question>Are the two highlighted nodes directly connected?</question>
    <size>3</size>
    <time>20</time>
  </task>
</study_specification>
```

Figure 4.5: An example of a study specification file.
4.2.3 Putting studies on Mechanical Turk (AMT)

GraphUnit has a default binding to the Amazon Mechanical Turk platform, and it can configure and place tasks (HITs) on this platform automatically for evaluators who own AMT developer accounts, without requiring them to interact with the platform separately. GraphUnit will request evaluators to provide their AMT login credentials, a HIT title, the number of assignments, and the reward for the HIT. Using this information, GraphUnit will dynamically configure an appropriate AMT HIT. Specifically, GraphUnit instructs AMT to create a HIT with a short description of the study and an external link to the study hosted by GraphUnit. Evaluators without developer accounts will still be able to use our system but will have to configure AMT hits manually using the study link provided by GraphUnit.

4.3 Running the user study

Assigning subjects to conditions: For a between-group study we ensure the number of participants per visualization condition is uniform. Each new participant is presented with a condition with the least count of study completions.

Ordering of conditions: For a within user study, we use a Latin square to organize the study conditions in such a way that all possible orderings of the visualization conditions are performed by a uniform number of participants, and that learning effects are minimized.

Protocol: The studies follow three stages: introduction, training, and study. The default introduction page provides a short graph primer. During the training stage samples of each evaluated task are shown and study participants are
allowed to check the correctness of their answers. Subjects are then walked through the actual study.

As exemplified in Figure 4.6, the user study interface is partitioned into two sides. A large panel on the left hosts the visualization being evaluated. A smaller panel on the right shows the text for each question, a timer which informs the subject of the time allotted for a task, and allows subjects to provide answers and to navigate through the study. For each question, a blank white screen hides the visualization when the time allotted to complete that task expires. For studies run on AMT, we provide study participants with a mechanical turk code once they complete the study.

### 4.4 Optional methods

A few optional interface methods can be implemented by evaluators to customize how the study is presented to online users, and ensure that subjects can properly understand each visualization and tasks associated with it. Custom introduction: Instead of our default graph primer, evaluators can use an introduction page that is tailored to the evaluated visualization. To do that, they need to override the `getIntroduction` function to return a customized introductory HTML file. At the beginning of a user study, GraphUnit will check the existence of this method and, if it exists, will use the HTML it returns to replace the default introduction.
Figure 4.6: An example of a user study, showing three stages: instruction about task, training, and study.

**Task translations:** Evaluators can customize how a task is phrased to users, by configuring their visualization to "translate" GraphUnit’s graph taxonomy tasks. This allows each visualization to use a nomenclature that matches its appearance and that subjects can relate to. For instance, a node link visualization can "translate" the neighbor question into: "Are two highlighted nodes directly connected?", while a matrix representation may ask the same question as: "Is there a black colored box at the intersection of the highlighted row and column?". Evaluators can provide task translations by implementing the `changeQuestion` function.
4.5 Analyzing study results

Statistical analysis: GraphUnit uses R [134] to provide statistical analyses of the data it collects from online users. GraphUnit results are summarized for accuracy and time. Each analysis starts with Shapiro-Wilk normality tests for accuracy and time distributions for each evaluated task across all conditions. The time or accuracy distribution for a given task is classified as normal only if results are deemed normal for that task across all conditions. Depending on the number of conditions and the study type (between-group or within-group), we perform the appropriate statistical analyses as follows.

For a between-group study with exactly two conditions, we perform either an independent t-test, if our results are sampled from a normal distribution, or a Wilcoxon rank-sum test in the case of a non-normal distribution. For a between-group study with more than two conditions, we perform an independent Anova if the result conforms to a normal distribution, and a Kruskal-Wallis for non-normal distributions.

For within-group studies with two conditions, we perform either a paired t-test for normal distributions, or a Wilcoxon signed-rank test for non-normal distributions. Finally, for within-group studies with more than two conditions, we perform a repeated measure Anova for normal distributions, or a Friedman test for non-normal distributions.

If a result is found to be significant across more than two conditions, GraphUnit follows up with a post hoc analysis. For between-group studies, we perform a TukeyHSD for normal distributions, while for non-normal distributions,
we use a Wilcoxon rank-sum test to compare pairs of the conditions followed by an adjustment of the resulting p-values with a Bonferroni correction. For within-group studies with normally distributed results, we perform paired t-test comparisons on all condition pairs and adjust the resulting p-values with a Bonferroni correction. Finally, for within-group studies with a non-normal distribution of results, we use a Wilcoxon signed-rank test to compare pairs of the conditions and adjust resulting p-values using Bonferroni correction.

**Raw data:** We also provide two types of raw data for time and accuracy in CSV format: a summarized raw result where averages of a user’s performance on each task is recorded, and a basic raw data where performance on individual questions of tasks are recorded. Evaluators can download this data to run additional analyses.

### 4.6 Evaluation

We demonstrate GraphUnit’s effectiveness by showing how it can be used to replicate published graph evaluation studies with minimal effort. Moreover, we show how two visualization researchers could configure user studies of their own graphs quickly.

#### 4.6.1 Study I - Evaluating node link diagrams vs. matrix diagrams

We configured a user study similar to the study published by Ghoniem et al. [28], comparing node-link diagrams to matrix visualizations. For this study, we
used a freely available matrix visualization of a network, and a freely available undirected graph visualization. We configured these visualizations for the user study as follows.

First, we introduced the following functions. (1) *set-Dataset* - we ensured that both visualizations were able to load GraphUnit’s data and display the visualization when this function was called. (2) *selectNode* - the visualizations received an array of node names through this method and were responsible for highlighting them in the visualization. The node-link visualization implemented the selectNode method by coloring the nodes red, while the matrix visualization highlighted entire rows. (3) *changeQuestion*, which translated a question based on the visualization type. Since we intended to evaluate the "How many nodes are connected to the highlighted node?" taxonomy task, the changeQuestion method left the question unchanged in the node-link visualization but translated it into "How many black boxes are on the row highlighted red?" in the matrix representation.

After implementing these functions in both visualizations, we configured the user study on the Study Setup page by loading the visualizations, selecting a dataset from the available options, choosing a between-group design, and selecting to evaluate 20 instances of one task ("How many nodes are connected to the highlighted node?") and allowing 20 seconds for each instance. It took us approximately 30 minutes to complete the configuration including time used in augmenting the visualizations with the necessary functions. The StudySetup module deployed this study and automatically placed it on AMT. We ran this study with 112 AMT users and we reimbursed each user $0.5 for their time.
The Study Manager module instantiated the tasks for each user that accessed the study, showed users either the node-link or matrix graph, presented a custom introduction page with information on how to perform the task with the node-link or matrix visualization, provided a training session using 2 questions for the task, presented the actual tasks, and saved user responses to file. The Result Analyzer was used to interpret the study’s results. GraphUnit result analysis: First, a Shapiro-Wilk test showed that the data was not normally distributed (accuracy p-values were 0.13 and <0.001; time p-values were 0.02 and 0.39). A Wilcoxon rank sum test showed significant difference between node-link graphs and matrix for both accuracy (p-value<0.001) and time (p-value=0.03). The mean accuracy for the node-link graph was 0.52 (SD = 0.14), and the mean accuracy for the matrix was 0.85 (SD = 0.26). The mean time for the node-link graph was 7 seconds (SD = 2), and the mean time for the matrix was 6.3 seconds (SD = 1.7).

This result is consistent with the result obtained by Ghoniem et al. [28] and shows that for tasks that involve estimating node degree, matrix visualizations perform significantly better in accuracy and time compared to node-link visualizations.

4.6.2 Evaluating multiple ways to represent edge directionality in node link diagrams

We replicated Holten and Wijk’s study on representing edge directionality in node link diagrams [27]. We created graph visualizations that used three types of edge representations evaluated by the original study: tapered edges, arrow-head
edges, and circular edges. On the Study Setup page, we configured the study as within-group, used a small dataset with approximately 100 nodes and 175 edges, and selected two types of quantitative tasks: "Are the two highlighted nodes directly connected" and "Can you get from one of the highlighted nodes to the other in exactly two steps".

However, to replicate the study as it was initially fielded, our visualizations translated these questions into: "Can you get from the green node to the red node using only one step?", and "Can you get from the green node to the red node in exactly two steps?". We chose to evaluate four instances of each of the two tasks, and allowed a five seconds response time for the first, and ten seconds for the second.

The total number of questions was 24 (8 questions per condition). The study was configured in just 15 minutes, excluding the time required to implement the visualization. The StudySetup module deployed this study and automatically placed it on AMT. We ran this study with 62 AMT participants and rewarded each participant with $0.55. Similarly, to the previous study, the StudyManager module instantiated the tasks, presented a custom introduction page, presented a training session involving 2 questions per task, and allowed users to perform the two tasks with one visualization at a time using a latin square ordering of conditions. GraphUnit result analysis: First, a Shapiro-Wilk test showed that the accuracy and time data for the "one-step connection" task (task1) and the accuracy data of the "two-step connection" task (task2), were not normally distributed (all p-values were < 0.01), but the time data for task2 was normally distributed (all three p-values
were > 0.1). Second, a Friedman’s test showed that the accuracy data of task1 (p-value<0.001), and the accuracy data of task2 (p-value=0.01) were statistically significant across all three conditions. Third, a post-hoc analysis for the accuracy data of task1 revealed significant difference for arrow vs. circular (p-value<0.001), and tapered vs. circular (p-value < 0.001), while a post hoc analysis for accuracy of task2 revealed significant difference for arrow vs. circular (p-value=0.001).

Fourth, an Anova test showed that the time differences in task2 were significant across the three conditions (p-value=0.002) and a post hoc analysis revealed significant difference for arrow vs. tapered (p-value=0.001). The graphs generated for the study are shown in Figure 4.7. These results are consistent with those of Holten et al. [27] in showing that the circular edge performed significantly worst in accuracy for the two graph tasks, and there was no significant difference between the arrow edge and the tapered edge. However, the arrow edge performed better than the tapered edge in overall accuracy, and the tapered edge performed better in overall time. This contrasts with Holten et al.’s results which showed that tapered edges out-perform arrows in both accuracy and time. Several reasons might have contributed to this: first, we limited users to a maximum of 10 seconds for each question, while there was no clear limit to the time used by Holten et al.; second, we used an instance of a real IMDB dataset, whereas Holten et al. used randomly generated datasets; third, Holten et al. did not specify the length of the edges, the stroke-size used, the size of the arrow head or the steepness of the tapered edges, and as such the dimensions used in our study may have differed from theirs.
4.6.3 Study III - Configuring available visualization for a user study

Finally, we tested how long it would take a visualization researcher to configure a simple user study using GraphUnit. We asked two graduate students unaffiliated with our project and familiar with data visualization concepts to configure user studies of freely available D3 node link diagrams.

First, we provided them with instructions on how to augment the visualization with required functions, and how to configure a user study. They then downloaded the visualizations from D3’s website. We asked one student to configure a study that evaluates two options of node size (5 and 10). For this, they had to create two versions of the graph visualization, each with a different node size. Similarly, we asked the second student to configure a study that evaluates two options of edge size (2 and 4). The first student required approximately 40 minutes to configure the required study, while the second user was able to read instructions, modify the code, configure the study, and view a demo in 35 minutes.
4.4 Discussion

Moving evaluation from "after" design to "in" design: Evaluations are used predominantly after visualization development, to test or validate new designs. We hypothesize that a cheap, semi-automated, and low overhead method of performing user studies can pave the way to a more widespread use of quantitative user evaluations, in particular as a way to choose between alternative designs during the design process. In other words, quantitative evaluations could become part of the design and implementation process rather than a way of validating a finished system Munzner [16] and Sedlmair et al. [79] advocate that designers should not rely on techniques they feel comfortable with, but rather choose techniques that serve the application domain well, and design multiple testable prototypes in short iterations. However, choosing the technique and design that is best for a particular domain and application is a difficult decision since often multiple designs are possible for the same combination of data and tasks. For example, networks may be represented both as node link diagrams and as matrices, and both representations support a wide range of tasks. Similarly, viewing group information can be done either using Bubble Sets [80] or Line Sets [81]. In such cases only a quantitative evaluation can reveal which design is optimal for a particular data and combination of tasks. Similarly, evaluating a visualization system qualitatively with domain experts, or even using an insight based methodology, can reveal only whether a design allows its users to perform the tasks they require, but cannot determine whether the tasks can also be performed efficiently.
**Promoting benchmark testing and study reproducibility:** GraphUnit can help promote study reproducibility by standardizing user study protocols. Visualization researchers can evaluate their own or another visualization and publish GraphUnit’s configuration specification along with their results. Other researchers could use that specification file to run the same protocol on a newly developed visualization, and, to some degree, their results would be comparable to the previous results.

Moreover, GraphUnit can help popularize the idea of benchmarks in visualization. While benchmark tasks and datasets have been proposed [18, 23], the additional effort of creating data loaders, and setting up and fielding user studies, makes it unlikely that these resources can be widespread. Their integration into GraphUnit could help promote their transition to becoming accepted benchmarks while increasing their user base. We intend to keep the task taxonomy that GraphUnit relies upon up to date with research advances.

**Access to study participants:** Having access to numerous and diverse subjects for user studies has the potential to strengthen the support for statistical findings. We also hypothesize that since low-level data-reading tasks are mostly domain-independent, naive subjects could be used to quantitatively evaluate some aspects of domain specific visualization applications. Specifically, some domain specific workflows could be reduced to generic data reading tasks without significant loss in semantic information, and ultimately be evaluated on naive crowds to determine a visualization’s ability to support basic data reading and manipulation tasks efficiently, if not necessarily its ability to produce high-level
insights. Moreover, disseminating studies online has the potential to allow evaluators to reach a sufficiently large crowd of domain experts to perform quantitative evaluations of domain specific visual applications. Such hypotheses require formal evaluation.

**Flexibility:** Our design is both structured and flexible. It is structured in that it provides a single simple form that can be used to configure all user studies, in that all studies follow a similar design protocol (training, identical interface), and in the way results are analyzed. However, our design allows experimenters to create a wide range of designs by choosing how their visualization’s interface methods are configured.

For instance, experimenters can control how questions are phrased for particular visualizations (section 3.4). This raises an interesting question: does phrasing a task differently across conditions introduce an unwanted bias in subjects’ results? We believe that unintentional biases can also occur when tasks are phrased identically, especially when evaluating visual encodings that are significantly different. For example, we argue that naive users will more easily translate a question such as "Are two nodes connected?" into a visual task in node-link diagrams than in matrices, since node-link diagrams are closer to naive users’ mental model of a network. Experienced users of matrix visualizations however, may translate connectivity tasks into their matrix equivalent without effort. Thus, an evaluation that phrases tasks identically in these two visualizations may inadvertently capture a task translation component that is more predominant in
naive users than experienced users. As such, GraphUnit leaves this study design choice at the evaluator’s discretion.

Perceptual studies often show blank screens or intermediate screens between or before actual tasks [27]. Evaluators can achieve such effects by hiding their visualization for a few milliseconds when a question is passed to it. The interface that GraphUnit relies on to communicate with evaluated visualizations can be extended to allow more such flexibility, while maintaining the structure of the main configuration options. Finally, GraphUnit can be extended with additional tasks and datasets as described in section 3.1.

**Improving quality of collected data:** GraphUnit does not currently control the quality of data provided by online users. However, we will evaluate the opportunity of extending GraphUnit with one or multiple of the following quality control capabilities. First, we will require each dataset to specify a limited number of control questions for each type of task that GraphUnit can evaluate. Such control questions will be designed to be easy enough that any well-intentioned participant can solve. Evaluators will have the option to ask GraphUnit to intersperse such control questions with actual tasks, and discard data from users who fail to answer control questions correctly. Second, we will allow evaluators to specify a percentile, and discard results that are below that percentile. Third, we will allow GraphUnit to take advantage of AMT’s ability to only recruit users whose general acceptance rate is 95% or better. Finally, the Cognitive Reflection Test has been shown to make users more engaged if shown at the beginning of a user study [82] and we will consider adding it as an option in GraphUnit.
4.7 Summary

GraphUnit simplifies the process of designing and fielding controlled quantitative user evaluations of web-based graph visualizations. Visualization designers can field a user study by simply connecting their web-visualization to GraphUnit, selecting tasks they want to evaluate and datasets that they want those tasks on, and configuring the study protocol using a simple web form. GraphUnit will then automatically deploy the study online, use Mechanical Turk to attract participants, collect user responses and store them in a database, and analyze incoming results automatically using appropriate statistical tools and graphs. We showed that GraphUnit can be used to create and deploy previously published graph evaluation studies in a matter of minutes, and we discussed the potential of this method to guide graph visualization design by facilitating quick feedback elicitation, to evaluate and choose between competitive designs, and to evaluate graph visualizations for research purposes.

GraphUnit is currently available as open-source software at http://vizlab.cs.fiu.edu/graphunit/
This chapter presents the second phase of this dissertation. In this phase we generalized GraphUnit into VisUnit, a framework that semi-automates the process of designing, running, and analyzing results of a wide range of user studies evaluating many visualization types. To design VisUnit, we leveraged requirements gathered from the design and evaluation of GraphUnit, and we explored the visualization literature to gather requirements based on standard guidelines, standard processes, and fundamental properties of user studies that involve common visualization types (i.e. multidimensional, temporal, tree, and 2D area) [74].

VisUnit allows evaluators to design user studies with their own tasks and datasets, automatically manages the run of user studies, and automatically provides statistical analysis and management of results data.

5.1 Designing VisUnit

The design of VisUnit focused on the following design issues: (1) How can we support design of user studies that evaluate diverse static and interactive visualizations? (2) How can we automate the running of user studies as much as possible? (3) How can we support the analysis of user study results data? (4) How can VisUnit be made extensible with new task types, task instances, and datasets?

In answering these questions, we identified the following design requirements for VisUnit after analyzing the methodologies of controlled user
studies published in the IEEE Information Visualization (InfoVis) conference since 2004 [12, 13, 15, 28, 29, 30, 38, 37, 99, 100, 87, 88, 89, 90, 91, 92, 93, 101, 102]:

- **Simplified user study design** - The framework should allow evaluators with limited expertise in designing human centric studies to design and edit user studies that evaluate diverse static and interactive visualizations.

- **Support for different task types, input types, and response types** - The framework should support the different types of tasks, task inputs and methods of accepting user responses.

- **Automatic run of web-based user studies with support for different types of tasks** - The framework should automatically manage web-based participants through the stages of a given user study, and accurately collect and save responses of participants.

- **Simplified results analysis** - The framework should enable evaluators to quickly see result summaries, raw result data, and the appropriate statistical analyses of user studies using a user-friendly interface.

- **Simplified data cleaning** - The framework should enable evaluators to easily perform data cleaning activities using a user friendly interface.

- **Easily extensible with more tasks and data** - The framework should enable evaluators to use their own tasks and datasets to design user studies that evaluate diverse static and interactive visualizations.

In the following sections, we describe how the architectural design of VisUnit helps implement these design requirements and answer these research questions.
5.2 VisUnit Architecture

To make sure VisUnit facilitates a wide range of user studies, we provide a framework design that decouples the visualizations being evaluated from the resources that are used for the user study (such as tasks and datasets); and also decouples both the visualization and its resources from the engine and interface that is used to run the study.

The architecture of VisUnit is shown in Figure 5.1. We focused on the following design solutions.

(1) How to provide a simplified user-friendly interface that people who have visualizations to evaluate (evaluators) can use to design user studies even if they have little expertise. VisUnit's architecture provides a user interface design (Setup Interface) that allows evaluators to design user studies using their own tasks and datasets as well as benchmark tasks and datasets. We discuss how requirements of study designs can be fulfilled with the setup interface in section 5.3 (Setup interface to support the design of user studies).

(2) How to manage previously designed user studies. VisUnit's architecture provides a user interface design (Study Management Interface) that allows evaluators to manage user studies that they create. Evaluators can use this user interface to edit, run, and access results of user studies that they design. Section 5.4 (Study Management Interface) provides a description of how requirements for user study management can be realized with the Study Management Interface.

(3) How to automatically manage study runs with participants. VisUnit's architecture provides a user interface (Study Interface) that automatically
manages study participants during the run of studies. This user interface is used by a VisUnit process (**Study Run Manager**) to walk participants through the study from the beginning of the study to the end of the study. We discuss how VisUnit uses this user interface to fulfill the requirements for running web-based user studies in section 5.5 (**User study interface to automatically manage study runs**).

(4) How study results can be analyzed and presented to evaluators. VisUnit's architecture provides a user interface (**Results Interface**) that is used to present results of user studies completed by participants. VisUnit uses this interface to present raw results, graph summaries, and statistical analysis of study results to evaluators. This user interface also provides functionalities that evaluators can use to filter and clean the results data. In section 5.6 (**Results interface to support analysis of results**) we describe how VisUnit uses the Results Interface to fulfill requirements of results analysis.

(5) How to allow the creation of new tasks, task instances and datasets. VisUnit provides interfaces to allow evaluators to create new tasks, task instances, and datasets. In section 5.7, we discuss how VisUnit allows requirements of tasks and datasets to be provided for new data.

(6) How to manage data and resources for evaluators. VisUnit's architecture includes a storage that is used to manage data and resources for evaluators (**VisUnit Storage**). This storage is used to manage user studies, visualizations, datasets, tasks, and task instances for evaluators. This storage is also used to manage benchmark datasets and benchmark tasks and task instances for VisUnit. We describe the storage of VisUnit in section 5.8 (**VisUnit Storage**).
Figure 5.1: Architecture of VisUnit
5.3 Setup Interface to support the design of user studies

The setup interface (Figure 5.2, Figure 5.3, and Figure 5.4) can be used by evaluators to configure user studies. The design of the setup interface took into consideration typical designs properties of user studies. These are listed below and discussed in detail in the sections below:

1. *Independent variables and experimental conditions*
2. *Experimental design types*
3. *Introductions*
4. *Standard Tests*
5. *Pre-study survey questions*
6. *Study tasks and Training*
7. *Post-study survey questions*
8. *Viewer dimensions*

In the sections below, we discuss how the setup interface of VisUnit can be used to control these properties.

5.3.1 Specifying independent variables and experimental conditions

User studies generally use two main independent variables: (a) Visualizations - evaluators can specify one or more visualizations as experimental conditions; the visualizations can be static or interactive. (b) Datasets - Evaluators use one or more datasets as experimental conditions, and the datasets can have different formats; however, some user studies do not use datasets.
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Figure 5.2: Study setup page Part I.
Figure 5.3: Study setup page part 2.
**Requirement:** The setup interface should allow evaluators to specify one or more experimental conditions for visualizations and datasets.

**Solution:** Specifying Visualizations - The setup interface allows evaluators to upload the supporting files of the visualizations they want to evaluate into viewer directories of VisUnit. Evaluators can then specify one or more viewer conditions for the study. For each viewer condition, the evaluator will select the viewer directory that contain the visualization, specify the name of the visualization file and specify a short name that will be used to identify the visualization condition.
Specifying datasets - For studies that involve datasets, the setup interface allows evaluators to upload and select one or more datasets for the study. For each dataset condition, the evaluator will also select the format of the dataset.

5.3.2 Specifying experimental design

There are two main types of experimental designs that evaluators use. These are between-subjects designs and within-subjects designs. Experimental designs are specified for visualizations, if there are more than one experimental conditions for the visualization. Similarly, experimental designs are specified for datasets if the study involve more than one dataset.

Within-subjects experiments generally randomize the order of the conditions to minimize learning effects. However, some within-subjects study intentionally used a fixed order of the conditions. For example, some studies allow all study participants to perform the study with a simple dataset condition before performing the study with a complex dataset condition.

**Requirement:** The setup interface should allow evaluators to specify the different types of experiments: between-subjects, within-subjects, and within-subjects (fixed order).

**Solution:** The setup interface allows evaluators to specify the experimental design type for the visualization conditions and the experimental design type for the dataset conditions.

The evaluator can select from a list one of the following options: "within-subjects", "between-subjects", and "within-subjects-fixed-order". The evaluator will
select the “within-subjects-fixed-order” option if the order of conditions in a within-subjects study is expected to be fixed.

5.3.3 Introductions

User studies include introductions which are used to brief participants about the study and to provide them with examples of the tasks they will be performing in the study.

Requirement: The setup interface should allow evaluators to provide introductions for the user study.

Solution: The setup interface allows evaluators to specify the name of an HTML file that contains an introduction to the study. Evaluators will select from a list whether to use the introduction file for all visualization conditions; or in cases where different visualization conditions deserve different introductions, the evaluator can select the visualization condition for each introduction file.

5.3.4 Standardized tests

Some user studies employ standardized tests which are used to measure certain characteristics of participants such as color-blindness tests and perceptual speed tests.

Requirement: The setup interface should allow evaluators to specify one or more standardized tests for the study.

Solution: The setup interface allows evaluators to include standardized tests to the study. For each standardized test, evaluators will specify the name of
an HTML file that contains the standardized test, and specify a name of an interface in the HTML file which can be called to return the responses provided by participants.

5.3.5 Pre-study survey questions

Most user studies include one or more pre-study survey questions that are used to gather demographic information about study participants (such as gender, educational level, and experience). Responses to pre-study survey questions are collected with GUI widgets (such as text boxes and multiple-choice options depending on the type of answer).

**Requirement:** The setup interface should allow evaluators to specify one or more pre-study survey questions that study participants can respond to.

**Solution:** The setup interface allows evaluators to create and select one or more pre-study questions for the study. Evaluators will specify the type of answer when creating the questions.

5.3.6 Specifying post-study survey questions

Optionally, evaluators can include post-study questions. These questions will include questionnaire questions that are asked at the end of the study such as asking users to rate their experience on Likert scales, and asking users to provide comments and feedbacks.
### 5.3.7 Specifying study tasks

User studies include study tasks which are the main tasks that participants perform in the study. There are two main types of study tasks: tasks that have ground truth, and tasks that do not have ground truth. There are two main ways of collecting task responses: by using GUI widgets (e.g. textboxes and multiple choice options), and by interacting with visualizations (e.g. clicking on objects in the visualizations). Each study task has one or more trials, and trials can be timed or not. Participants are usually trained with sample trials of each of the study tasks that they will be performing.

**Requirement:** *The setup interface should allow evaluators to create and select study tasks that have ground truth or not, and study tasks that can be answered either through GUI widgets or through interaction with visualizations. The interface should allow evaluators to specify the number of trials of the task, and the timing for each task. It should allow evaluators to specify the number of trials that participants will be trained on.*

**Solution:** The setup interface allows evaluators to create and select study tasks for the study. For each selected task, evaluators will specify the number of trials (i.e. number of task instances) and the timing per trial. Section 5.7.1 describes in detail how tasks are created.

**Specifying training size** - The setup interface allows evaluators to specify the number of sample trials that will be used to train users.
5.3.8 Post-study survey questions

Many user studies include post-study survey questions. These questions are asked at the end of the study to gather subjective feedback from participants. For example, asking participants to rate their experience on Likert scales, and asking participants to provide comments and feedback.

Requirement: The setup interface should allow evaluators to specify one or more post study survey questions that participants can respond.

Solution: The setup interface allows evaluators to create and select one or more post-study questions for the study. Evaluators will specify the type of answer when creating the questions.

5.3.9 Viewer dimensions

Evaluators expect user study participants to see similar dimensions of visualizations being evaluated. In web-based studies where participants have the flexibility to use different devices with different screen dimensions (smart phones, tablets, laptops), the performance of users can be affected by the screen dimensions of their device.

Requirement: The setup interface should allow evaluators to specify the minimum screen dimensions of devices that participants can use to perform the study.

Solution: The setup interface allows evaluators to specify the minimum screen dimensions (width and height) of devices that should be allowed to perform the study. For example, if the dimensions of the viewers are 860 width x 800 height,
devices whose screen dimensions falls below these dimensions will be prevented from participating in the study.

5.3.10 Running a demo and saving study designs for future use

The setup interface allows evaluators to see a demo of the configured study before saving it. When a user study is saved, VisUnit saves the details of the study in an XML file as shown in Figure 5.5.

```
<?xml version="1.0"?>
<study_specification>
  <dataset>recipe_small</dataset>
  <datasetFormat>.json</datasetFormat>
  <studyname>study1</studyname>
  <experimenttype>Between</experimenttype>
  <trainingsize>3</trainingsize>
  <condition>
    <conditionurl>
      viewer3/matrix__Long_intro_IdenticalQn6.html
    </conditionurl>
    <conditionshortname>cond1</conditionshortname>
  </condition>
  <condition>
    <conditionurl>
      viewer2/nodeLink_LongTrainning6_G5.html
    </conditionurl>
    <conditionshortname>cond2</conditionshortname>
  </condition>
  <viewerwidth>860</viewerwidth>
  <viewerheight>800</viewerheight>
  <task>
    <name>allNeighborsOfANode</name>
    <question>
      Given a highlighted node, select all its neighbors
    </question>
    <size>3</size>
    <time>29</time>
  </task>
</study_specification>
```

Figure 5.5: An XML file showing details of a designed user study.
5.4 Study Management Interface

The Study Management Interface (Figure 5.6) can be used by evaluators to manage previously designed user studies (existing user studies). The study management interface was designed based on the following requirement.

**Requirement:** Allow evaluators to manage previously designed user studies. Evaluators should be able to see demos, see results, publish, edit, copy, and delete studies.

**Solution:** The Study Management Interface allows evaluators to perform the following activities with a click of a button.

*Show Demo* - Evaluators will be able to see demos of previously designed studies.

*Publish studies* - Evaluators will be able to publish previously designed studies. To publish a study, the evaluator will be provided with the URL of the study, and they will have to either enter their Amazon Mechanical Turk (AMT) developer account information for the study to be automatically placed on the AMT crowdsourcing platform for them or place the URL of the study on Mechanical Turk themselves by creating an external HIT (a HIT where users will follow a given URL to perform the study). Evaluators can also share the URL of the study with participants through emails and social media.

*Show Results* - evaluators will be able to see the results of designed studies that has been completed by participants.

*Editing studies* - evaluators will be able to change parameters of previously designed studies.
Copy studies- evaluators will make copies of the configuration of previously designed studies.

Delete studies - Evaluators can delete studies by clicking on a button.

![Figure 5.6: A Page for managing existing user studies.](image)

5.5 User study interface to automatically manage study runs

The User Study Interface is the interface that study participants interact with for the duration of the study. It is used by the Study Run Manager (described in the section below) to present the different stages of a user study to participants.

When presenting introductions and standard tests to participants, the user study interface presents the respective page in full screen. For subsequent stages of the study, the User study interface is partitioned into two panels- a large panel on the left and a small panel on the right. The large panel is used to host the visualizations (viewer window) and the small panel is used to present questions,
instructions and study controls (control window). The viewer window is resized using the dimensions specified by the evaluator, participants that do not have the required screen dimensions are prevented from taking the study.

The User Study Interface has an advance button that study participants can use to navigate through the stages of the study.

5.5.1 Study-Run Manager

The Study-Run Manager is a VisUnit process that automates user study runs from beginning of the study to the end of the study. It interacts with the user study interface, and saves task responses to file. The Study-Run Manager was designed to fulfill the following requirements of study run processes which are described in detail in the following sections.

1. Choosing appropriate experimental conditions
2. Presenting Introductions
3. Presenting Standard tests
4. Presenting pre-study survey questions
5. Presenting study tasks and training
6. Providing task translations
7. Providing in-situ task instructions
8. Presenting post-study survey questions
5.5.2 Choosing appropriate experimental conditions

**Requirement:** Participants of the study should be presented with an appropriate experimental condition of the study.

**Solution:** The Study-Run Manager chooses the appropriate experimental condition for each study participant as follows.

**Experimental conditions in studies with only one experimental design:**
In a simple study design where there is only one experimental design (i.e. viewers or datasets), participants will be tested on only one condition in the between-study, and participants will be tested on all conditions in the within-study.

**Experimental conditions in studies with two experimental designs:**
When the study involve more than one viewer and more than one dataset, then the study is a factorial design involving 2 independent variables (i.e. viewers and datasets). In a between-subjects factorial design (where both experimental designs are between-subjects), both independent variables will be manipulated between the participants. For example, if the study involves two viewers (VisA and VisB) and two datasets (DsA and DsB), the study involve 4 experimental conditions (i.e. VisA-with-DsA, VisA-with-DsB, VisB-with-DsA, and VisB-with-DsB) and participants will perform the study with one of the conditions. In a within-subjects factorial design (where both experimental designs are within-subjects), both independent variables will be manipulated between the participants. For example, if the study involves two viewers (VisA and VisB) and two datasets (DsA and DsB), participants will perform the study with all four conditions (i.e. VisA-with-DsA, VisA-with-DsB, VisB-with-DsA, and VisB-with-DsB).
However, if one of the experimental designs is within-subjects and the other is between-subjects, then the experimental design of the study is mixed factorial. For example, if the study involves two viewers (VisA and VisB) and two datasets (DsA and DsB), and the experimental designs is between-subjects and within-subjects respectively, then participants will either perform the study with the conditions "VisA-DsA and VisA-DsB" or "VisB-DsA and VisB-DsB". Similarly, if the experimental design for the viewers is within-subjects and the experimental design for the datasets is between-subjects, then participants will perform the study with the conditions "VisA-DsA and VisB-DsA" or "VisA-DsB and VisB-DsB".

**Ensuring uniformity of Conditions:** To ensure the experimental conditions of the study are uniformly completed by study participants, the Study Run Manager ensures that new participants are assigned with the experimental condition (or an order of conditions in a Latin square in the case of within-subjects studies) that has the least sum of completed studies and ongoing studies. We categorize a study as an ongoing study when a participant has gone past the training stage; because, we realized from experience that considerable amount of crowdsourced participants abandon the study during the introduction and training stages of the study. A study is categorized as a completed study when the participant has performed all tasks and their responses have been saved.

**5.5.3 Presenting introductions**

*Requirement:* Study participants should be provided with an introduction of the study.
**Solution:** At the beginning of the study, the Study-Run Manager presents the introduction of the study by loading the introduction file specified by the evaluator into an iframe on the User Study interface (Figure 5.7).

### 5.5.4 Presenting standardized tests

**Requirement:** *Evaluators should be able to specify and include standardized tests in their user studies.*

**Solution:** For studies that involve standardized tests, the Study-Run Manager loads the HTML files that contain the standardized tests, and receives the user responses to the tests by calling the interface methods specified by the evaluator (as described in section 5.3.4).

### 5.5.5 Presenting pre-study survey questions

**Requirement:** *Participants should be presented with one or more pre-study survey questions.*

**Solution:** For studies that include pre-study survey questions, the Study-Run Manager presents the pre-study survey questions one at a time to participants, and creates the appropriate GUI widget to receive user responses.

### 5.5.6 Presenting study tasks and training

**Requirement:** *Participants should be trained with sample trials of the tasks they will performing. They should be presented with the trials of the study tasks after the training, and they should be timed for each trial. Depending on the answer*
type (described in section 5.7.1), the responses of participants should be accurately collected from GUI widgets or from interface methods specified by the evaluator. For tasks that have ground truth, their accuracy should be validated.

**Solution:** The study run manager presents participants with training tasks and study tasks.

**Presenting training tasks** - Before training tasks are presented to participants, participants are presented with an instruction page that provides them information on the number of tasks and number of trials per task that they will be performing in the study, and the number of trials they will be training with (Figure 5.8). During the training stage, participants are presented with sample trials of the tasks that they will be performing in the study. Tasks performed by participants in the training stage are not timed. This is to give participants enough time to understand how to solve the tasks. Participants can also check the correctness of their responses with a click of a button as shown in Figure 5.9. If the experimental condition of the visualizations is within-subjects, participants will perform the training trials with the entire visualization conditions one after the other. In between-subjects studies, participants will perform the training tasks with only the visualization condition that they will be using in the actual study.

**Presenting study tasks** - For each of the tasks involved in the study, participants will be presented with the number of trials specified by the evaluator (Figure 5.10). Depending on the properties of the task (as described in section 5.8.1), participants will be asked to respond to tasks either through GUI widgets or by interacting with the visualization (interface-response-type). For tasks that
expects responses through GUI widgets, the appropriate widget is created for the task trials. A visible countdown timer is started for each trial, and the visualization is hidden once the countdown timer gets to zero.

**Figure 5.7:** The introduction stage of the user study. VisUnit loads the introduction file into an iframe.
Instruction about the tasks

In this study there are 2 types of questions. You will be given a simple training with 2 sample questions of each type. You can check whether your chosen answer is correct or not during the training session. For the main study, there are 8 questions in total. Thank you for participating in this study.

Begin Training

Figure 5.8: A short instruction about the tasks and training involved in the user study.
Figure 5.9: Presenting training tasks. Participants can check the accuracy of their answers to quantitative tasks and the study is not timed.
After each trial, participants will click on an advance button to move through the tasks. When the advance button is clicked, VisUnit records and saves to file, the response, the accuracy of the response and completion time of participants.

**Validating accuracy of responses:** For tasks that have ground truth, VisUnit automatically validates responses of participants if the responses were
provided through GUI widgets. Alternatively, if evaluators specified their own method for validating responses (section 5.7.1), then VisUnit will use that method for response validation. For responses that were provided through interaction with the visualization, VisUnit will accesses the response and its accuracy by calling interface methods previously specified by the evaluator (section 5.7.1).

5.5.7 Presenting post-study survey questions

**Requirement:** Participants should be presented with one or more pre-study survey questions.

**Solution:** The Study-Run Manager presents the post-study survey questions after participants finish the study tasks. The post-study survey questions are presented to participants one after the other. The Study-Run Manager creates the appropriate GUI widget to collect responses of participants. After the post-study survey questions, participants are presented with a unique code which can be used by crowdsourced participants to proof they have completed the study.

5.5.8 Providing task translations

Tasks can be presented to users as visualization-dependent or domain-dependent [83]. For example, the task "Are the highlighted nodes connected" can be translated into "Are the highlighted row and column connected?" in a matrix visualization, and can also be translated as "Are the highlighted proteins connected?" in a protein graph visualization.
**Requirement:** Allow evaluators to translate tasks for different visualization conditions.

**Solution:** The Study-Run Manager provides a functionality that allows evaluators to translate tasks at study run time for each of the visualization conditions being used for the study. If evaluators want to translate a task at run time for a given visualization, they will implement an interface method `translateTask` in the visualization. The translation method will be passed a task and it will return the translated task.

### 5.5.9 Providing in-situ task translations

Since tasks and interactions allowed in a visualization can be visualization dependent, VisUnit provides a functionality to help evaluators provide task hints and interactions for each of the visualizations to serve as a guide to participants during the study. For example, evaluators can provide hints on how participants can interact with the visualization to do the tasks (e.g. "Mouse-over nodes to see how many edges they are connected to"); and also provide hints on the possible interactions that participants can perform with the visualization (e.g. "click and drag to move objects around", "zoom-in and zoom-out with the mouse wheel", etc.).

**Requirement:** Allow evaluators to provide in-situ task instructions for different visualization conditions.

**Solution:** The Study-Run Manager provides a functionality that allows evaluators to provide hints to tasks and hints to interactions. If evaluators want to provide task hints for a given visualization, they will implement an interface method
getTaskHints in the visualization. The task hints translation interface will be passed a task and it will return hints for that task. Similarly, if evaluators want to provide interaction hints for a given visualization, they will implement an interface method getInteractionHints. The interaction hints method will be passed a task and it will return interaction hints for that visualization.

5.6 Results Interface to support analysis of study results

The results interface is used by VisUnit to present the results of studies. It is used to present graphs of the accuracy and time results, and the appropriate statistical analyses of the study.

The design of the results interface took into consideration the following requirements of user study results analysis which is described in detail in the following sections.

1. Support filtering and cleaning of results data.
2. Provide graph summaries of the results
3. Provide statistical analyses of the results

5.6.1 Support filtering and cleaning of results data

Evaluators clean and filter results of participants especially in web-based studies where participants may not take the study seriously.

Requirement: Evaluators should be supported to clean and filter the results of user studies to remove participants who did not take the study seriously.
**Filtering and cleaning result data:** The results interface allows evaluators to filter and clean the results. To simplify filtering and cleaning of result data, VisUnit provides simplified results tables for the different stages of the study (i.e. pre-study survey questions, study tasks, and post-study survey questions) for each of the experimental conditions. Each row in the table has a checkbox, which evaluators can use to filter all the records that they want.

For example, for the study tasks, VisUnit shows the accuracy of users response for each of the study tasks that has ground truth. For each study task, the accuracy and completion time of users are placed in adjoining columns. This way evaluators will be able to filter results of users who performed badly or users who did not spent much time on tasks and performed badly.

To filter the results of a given user, the evaluator will have to select a checkbox next to the row of the user’s result and all the data of the user across different tables will be filtered. Figure 5.11 shows an example of results table.
5.6.2 Provide graph summaries of the results

Evaluators generate graphs that show the summarized accuracy and completion times of study tasks that have ground truth.

Requirement: Automatically generate graphs that show accuracy and completion times of study tasks that have ground truth.

Graphs summaries: For each study task that has ground truth, bar-charts with standard error bars are presented for the accuracy and completion time (Figure 5.12).
Figure 5.12: Results page (Part2). Showing the number of completed studies, bar charts of the accuracy and completion time of the quantitative tasks, and links to statistical analyses.
For each task that does not have ground truth and for pre-study and post-study questions, a graph of the summary of user responses are presented. For example, for nominal data such as numerical answers and multiple choice answers, a bar-chart that represents the distribution of user responses is presented, and for textual responses such as comments, a word-cloud that represents the summary of user responses is presented.

5.6.3 Provide statistical analysis of the study results

Evaluators perform means, standard deviations, and statistical analysis of the results of the study tasks.

**Requirement:** Automatically generate means and standard deviations of the results of the study tasks.

**Solution:** VisUnit automatically generates means, standard deviations, and statistical analysis of the results.

**Means and standard deviations:** For each study task that has ground truth, the mean and standard deviation for the accuracy and completion time is presented (Figure 5.12).

**Statistical analysis and effect Sizes:** VisUnit leverages the R [134] statistical software package for the statistical analysis of the accuracy and time results of the study tasks (Figure 5.12). For each result analysis, a Shapiro-Wilk normality test is first performed to determine the normality of the result. For each study task, the Shapiro-Wilk test checks the normality of the accuracy results and time results for each experimental condition. The accuracy of a given task is
categorized as normal if the Shapiro-Wilk test is normal across all the experimental conditions. Similarly, the time results of a given task is categorized as normal if the Shapiro-Wilk test is normal across all experimental conditions.

Depending on the number of experimental conditions and the experimental design of the study (i.e. between-subject or within-subjects), the appropriate statistical analyses and the appropriate effect size of the statistical analyses are computed. VisUnit performs parametric statistical analysis for normal distributions and perform non-parametric statistical analyses for non-normal distributions as shown in Table 5.1. Table 5.2 shows the type of effect size computation that is done for respective statistical analysis.

For a between-subjects study with exactly two conditions, an independent t-test is performed if the distribution is normal, and a Wilcoxon rank-sum test is performed if the distribution is non-normal. For a between-subjects study with more than two conditions, an independent ANOVA is performed if the result conforms to a normal distribution, and a Kruskal-Wallis is performed for non-normal distributions. For within-group studies with two conditions, a paired t-test is performed for normal distributions, and a Wilcoxon signed-rank test is performed for non-normal distributions. Finally, for within-group studies with more than two conditions, a repeated measure ANOVA is performed for normal distributions, and a Friedman test is performed for non-normal distributions.
Table 5.1: Statistical Analysis that are performed depending on the experimental design of the user study and the number of experimental conditions involved in the study.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Number of conditions</th>
<th>Between-subjects</th>
<th>Within-subjects</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Parameteric</td>
<td>Non-Parametric</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Non-Parametric</td>
<td>Parameteric</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Exactly 2 experimental conditions</td>
<td>Independent T-Test</td>
<td>Wilcoxon rank-sum test</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>More than 2 experimental conditions</td>
<td>independent ANOVA</td>
<td>Kruskal-Wallis</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 5.2: Types of effect sizes that are performed depending on the statistical analysis.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Statistical analysis</th>
<th>Effect size computation</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Independent T-Test</td>
<td>Cohen's d [84]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Paired T-Test</td>
<td>Cohen's dz [84]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Wilcoxon rank-sum test</td>
<td>( r = \frac{Z}{\sqrt{N}} ) [85]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Wilcoxon signed-rank test</td>
<td>( r = \frac{Z}{\sqrt{N}} ) [85]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Independent ANOVA</td>
<td>Eta Squared (( \eta^2 )) [86]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Repeated measure ANOVA</td>
<td>Eta Squared (( \eta^2 )) [86]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Kruskal Wallis</td>
<td>( r = \frac{Z}{\sqrt{N}} ) [85] for pairs of experimental conditions.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Friedman test</td>
<td>( r = \frac{Z}{\sqrt{N}} ) [85] for pairs of experimental conditions.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**PostHoc analyses:** If a statistical result is significant and there are more than two conditions, a posthoc analysis is performed. For between-subjects studies, a TukeyHSD is performed for normal distributions, and for non-normal
distributions, a Wilcoxon rank-sum test is performed to compare pairs of the conditions followed by an adjustment of the resulting p-values with a Bonferroni correction. Also, for within-group studies with normally distributed results, paired t-test comparisons are performed on all condition pairs and the resulting p-values are adjusted with a Bonferroni correction. Finally, for within-group studies with a non-normal distribution of results, a Wilcoxon signed-rank test is performed to compare pairs of the conditions followed by an adjustment of the resulting p-values with Bonferroni correction.

5.7 Extending VisUnit with new tasks and datasets

To support as many user studies as possible, VisUnit allows evaluators to create their own tasks, and use their own datasets.

5.7.1 Creating new tasks and survey questions

To be able to support the creation of tasks, the design of VisUnit took into consideration the possible tasks that evaluators may use in a user study design.

**Requirement:** Evaluators should be able to create tasks that have ground truth, or does not have ground truth. They should be able to create tasks that can be answered with GUI widgets and tasks that can be answered by interacting with visualizations. Evaluators should also be able to create survey questions that can be answered with GUI widgets.

**Solution:** VisUnit allows evaluators to create new tasks and survey questions using a user-friendly form (Figure 5.13). To create new tasks and survey
questions, evaluators will be required to provide the following details about a new task or survey question:

**Task shortname:** Evaluators will be required to provide a unique *shortname* (e.g. *neighborConnection*) for the task. This will allow easy identification of tasks in results.

**Task display question:** Evaluators will provide the display question for the task (e.g. "Are the two highlighted nodes connected?"). For tasks where the *display question* will be changing dynamically depending on the inputs of task instances, evaluators will place placeholders in the *display question* to specify the input that will be placed in the display question. For example, for the display question "What is the highest value for the attribute `<attribute-name>` ", evaluators will replace `<attribute-name>` with the placeholder "#$", where # is a number that represents the number of the input to be used, e.g. $2 means the second input). Display questions that have placeholders will be dynamically translated by the Study-Run Manager during the run of studies. For example, if the *display question* of a given task is "Are the highlighted nodes connected to $2?", and the second input of the task instance is "commando" then the *display question* of the task instance will be translated to "Are the highlighted nodes connected to commando?".

**Task description:** A short description of the task that can shed light on what the task is about, for example, "In this task, two nodes will be highlighted and study participants will determine if the highlighted nodes are connected".
**Task category:** There are generally two categories of tasks. These categories are:

(a) Tasks that have correct answers or ground truth - these are tasks were the accuracy of a user's response can be determined. For such tasks, VisUnit can automatically check the accuracy of user responses by comparing them to the correct answers. An example of a task with correct answer is "How many clusters are in the visualization?"

(b) Tasks that do not have correct answers or ground truth - these are tasks were the accuracy of a user's response cannot be determined. For this category of tasks, the responses will be saved without determining the accuracy of user responses. An example of a task that does not have a correct answer is "How will you rate the helpfulness of the visualization between 1 and 5?".

**Response to tasks:** User responses to tasks and survey questions can be broadly categorized into two groups:

(a) Tasks that can be answered via GUI response widgets (e.g. radio buttons, drop-down lists, textboxes). Tasks that require users to enter numerical answers, text-based answers, or multiple choice answers fall in this category. VisUnit supports the following types of answers that evaluators can select from: numbers, text, and options. VisUnit generates number boxes, text boxes, and radio buttons for numbers, texts and options answer types respectively.

There are two types of options that can be used. **Fixed options:** fixed options are options that will have the same values for all task instances. For example, for the task "Are the two highlighted nodes connected?", participants will
choose from the answer options "Yes/No" for all task instances. If the evaluator chooses "fixed options" then the evaluator will provide the options.

Figure 5.13: An interface for creating new tasks.
**Dynamic options** - dynamic options are options that will have different values for different options. For example, for the task "which of the following colored clusters have more members", each task instance may have different color options (e.g. red/blue, yellow/green) for participants to choose from. If the evaluator chooses "dynamic options", then the evaluator will include the unique options with the task instances.

For tasks that have correct answers, VisUnit will validate the response of participants to the correct answer. Alternatively, if evaluators have their own formula for computing accuracy, then they can specify the name of an interface in their visualization which can be called to compute the accuracy. For example, instead of a correct or wrong comparison, evaluators can choose to approximate how close the response is to the correct answer.

(b) Tasks that can be answered by interacting with the visualization - these are tasks were users provide responses by interacting with objects in the visualization. For example, for the task "select the node with the highest number of children", participants will be required to click on a node in the visualization. For such response types, the visualization should be able to inform the framework about the user responses through an interface implementation. VisUnit will expect the evaluator to provide a short name to represent the type of response (e.g. nodes). VisUnit will expect the evaluator to implement accessor and mutator methods for this response type, so that during the run of the study, the accessor method can be called to get the response and the mutator method can be called to reset the answer. For example, if the answer type is "nodes", then VisUnit will
expect the evaluator to implement in the visualization the accessor method "getNodes" and the mutator method "setNodes". Additionally, if the task is a task that has correct answer, VisUnit will expect the evaluator to implement an interface in the visualization which when called and passed a user's answer and the correct answer for that task, will return a value that represents the accuracy of the user's answer. For example, for the task "select the most connected node", an evaluator can have an interface in their visualization called "validateMostConnectedNode" which will be called to validate the responses of users.

**Inputs to tasks:** Some study tasks require inputs. For example, for the following tasks "What is the degree of the highlighted node?" and "What is the degree of node A?", the highlighted node and node A are variables that get changed for multiple task instances. Hence each of such task instances will have inputs for the changing variables.

If a task requires inputs, the evaluator will be required to specify the details of the inputs. For each input, the evaluator will provide a short name to represent the type of the input (e.g. node), a description of the input (e.g. a single node), and select from a combo-box how the input will be provided during task instance creation (i.e. either by typing in a text widget or by interacting with the visualization). Inputs can be broadly categorized inputs into two groups:

(a) Inputs that are highlighted in a visualization - For example, for the task "Approximate the average value of the highlighted items?", each task instance will have a set of inputs (i.e. "items") that will be highlighted. For these tasks, the evaluator will be required to implement a mutator method which when called and
passed the required inputs, will perform the highlighting of the inputs in the visualization. For example, if the type of the input is "node", the evaluator will be expected to implement the mutator method "setNode".

(b) Inputs that will be part of the display question of the task- for this type of inputs, there will be a placeholder ("#$") in the display question of the task which VisUnit will replace with the value of the input. For example, if the input is "Cayenne", and the display question is "Does the connections of the highlighted ingredient include $1", VisUnit will translate the display question to "Does the connections of the highlighted ingredient include Cayenne?"

The definition of the task is then saved in an XML file as shown in Figure 5.14
Figure 5.14: An example of an XML file for tasks.

5.7.2 Creating new task instances

Task Instances are input and answer pairs which are based on a given dataset or are based on a given viewer (for studies that do not use datasets).
**Requirement**: Evaluators should be able to create task instances for datasets and viewers

**Solution**: VisUnit allows evaluators to either upload an xml file, or interactively create the task instance file step by step. To create task instances, the evaluator will specify the task, and the dataset or viewer that the task instances will be based on. Evaluators can then upload an xml file for the task instances or create the task instances step by step.

If evaluators choose to create task instances step by step, the task instance creation interface walks the evaluator through the process of providing input(s), and answers for each task instance. VisUnit will allow the evaluator to specify the inputs either by typing or by interacting with the visualization as specified in the task definition. Evaluators will provide responses to task instances by either using a GUI widget (for widget answer types), or by interacting with the visualization (for visualization interaction answer types).

The input and answer pairs provided by the evaluator are then saved in an XML file as shown in Figure 5.15.
<xml version="1.0"?>
	<taskInstancesFile>
		<question>
			<input>cabernet;;porcini</input>
			<input>cider</input>
			<answer>No</answer>
		</question>
		<question>
			<input>cognac;;rosemary</input>
			<input>porcini</input>
			<answer>Yes</answer>
		</question>
		<question>
			<input>peanut;;rose</input>
			<input>quince</input>
			<answer>No</answer>
		</question>
		<question>
			<input>chickpea;;peach</input>
			<input>orange</input>
			<answer>No</answer>
		</question>
	</taskInstancesFile>

Figure 5.15: An example of an XML file for task instances.

### 5.7.3 Adding new datasets

**Requirement:** Allow evaluators to use their own datasets for user studies.

VisUnit allows evaluators to upload and use their own datasets for user studies. VisUnit provides a user friendly interface which evaluators can use to upload their datasets. Evaluators can upload different file formats of the same dataset. For example, a given dataset can have one or more of the following file formats: JSON, tab-separated values (TSV), and comma-separated values (CSV). 
5.8 VisUnit storage

This storage is used to store system data and user specific data. VisUnit uses two main storages: one for storing VisUnit’s data (system data), and one for storing data for evaluators (user-specific data). VisUnit uses the system data storage for storing benchmark tasks (“system tasks”), benchmark datasets (“system datasets”), and task instances of benchmark datasets (“system task instances”).

The user-specific data storage is dedicated to evaluators. VisUnit creates a directory for each evaluator within a directory called “users”. Each "user" directory has the following directories: "tasks" - for storing tasks and questions created by the evaluator; "task instances" - for storing task instance files created by the evaluator; "Datasets" - for storing datasets uploaded by the evaluator; "Viewers" - for storing different directories of visualization files; "User Studies" - for storing different directories of user studies.

5.9 Summary

We have designed and implemented VisUnit a framework that semi-automates the process of designing, running, and analyzing results of a wide range of user studies that involve data visualizations. The design of VisUnit leveraged requirements gathered from the design and evaluation of GraphUnit, and requirements gathered from visualization literature. We describe the general architecture of VisUnit and describe how the architecture of VisUnit can be used to fulfill requirements that evaluators have when designing user studies, running user studies, and analyzing results of user studies.
6 VALIDATION: EVALUATION OF VISUNIT

In this chapter we present the evaluation of VisUnit. We demonstrate VisUnit’s effectiveness by showing that it can be used to replicate a significant portion of existing user studies in the visualization literature, and we also describe samples of successful studies that we run with VisUnit.

We also evaluated the efficiency of VisUnit by showing that evaluators can use VisUnit to design complex user studies using their own datasets, tasks and task instances in less than an hour. Specifically, we conducted a user study involving 5 graduate students who are familiar with information visualization and who are unaffiliated with this research project. Participants downloaded freely available visualizations and datasets, created tasks and task instances, and designed a user study. We recorded the time it took these participants to set this user study up. To compare these time results to a baseline, we conducted a survey of researchers who have published papers involving user studies and asked them to estimate the time it would take graduate students to design a user study like the one we asked our participants to set up. We found the time it took our participants to design the study using VisUnit was significantly better than the time researchers expected graduate students to spend designing a similar study.
6.1 Evaluating the effectiveness of VisUnit

In this section, we validate the generality of the VisUnit framework by showing that it can be used to facilitate the design and deployment of a wide range of previous user studies.

Specifically, we surveyed the information visualization literature for papers involving controlled user studies that have appeared in IEEE Information Visualization (InfoVis) conference since 1995. We searched for the surveyed papers from a dataset organized by Stasko et al. [133] which contains all papers published in the InfoVis conference between 1995 and 2015. From this dataset of InfoVis papers, we searched for all papers that were tagged as “evaluation”, “experiment”, “usability, and “user study”. We found 101 of such papers. We read the procedure and description of the studies contained in the 101 papers and we determined if the features of the studies can be supported by VisUnit and if VisUnit can be used to replicate the studies. Of these 101 papers, we found the studies conducted in 85 of the papers (84%) to be replicable with VisUnit and the studies conducted in the remaining 16 papers (16%) to be non-replicable. We describe examples of the 85 studies that can be replicated with VisUnit in the following paragraphs, and in section 6.1.7, we discuss the reasons why VisUnit cannot be used to replicate 16% of the studies.

To understand qualitatively how VisUnit can support real-life studies, we identified the features of a subset of the 85 replicable studies. We organized this subset of replicable studies by selecting all studies that have averaged a minimum of 8 citations per year from their year of publication. There were 33 papers in total.
and they cover a broad area of user studies conducted in InfoVis. Table 6.1 shows the features of the 33 studies that can be supported by VisUnit. Thirty-one (31) of the 33 studies can be replicated exactly as they were fielded with the current design of VisUnit. We describe in detail four (4) of these studies that are well cited in section 6.1.1 - section 6.1.4. For the remaining two (2) that cannot be replicated exactly as they were fielded, we describe why, and how VisUnit can be used to design a similar study that achieves the same objective in section 6.1.5 and section 6.1.6.
Table 6.1: The properties of a list of user studies published in InfoVis that can be supported by VisUnit.

**Properties of VisUnit**

A (Introduction), B (Standardized tests), C - (Pre-study survey questions), D (Post-study questions), E (training), F (one or more datasets), G (include within-subjects-fixed-order experiment design), H (response use GUI widgets), I (response use interaction with visualization)

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>No.</th>
<th>Study</th>
<th>A</th>
<th>B</th>
<th>C</th>
<th>D</th>
<th>E</th>
<th>F</th>
<th>G</th>
<th>H</th>
<th>I</th>
<th>Can it be Replicated?</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>Ghoniem et al. [28]</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Yes</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>Laidlaw et al. [29]</td>
<td>1</td>
<td></td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Yes</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3</td>
<td>Heer et al. [12]</td>
<td>1</td>
<td></td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Yes</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4</td>
<td>Heer et al. [30]</td>
<td>1</td>
<td></td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Yes</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5</td>
<td>Kosara et al. [13]</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Yes</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6</td>
<td>Borkin et al. [98]</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Yes</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>7</td>
<td>Kobsa et al. [99]</td>
<td>1</td>
<td></td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Yes</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Reference</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>---</td>
<td>-------------------------</td>
<td>---</td>
<td>---</td>
<td>---</td>
<td>---</td>
<td>---</td>
<td>---</td>
<td>---</td>
<td>---</td>
<td>---</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>8</td>
<td>Robertson et al. [38]</td>
<td>1</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>9</td>
<td>Sanyal et al. [37]</td>
<td>1</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>10</td>
<td>Haroz et al. [88]</td>
<td>1</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>11</td>
<td>Javed et al. [89]</td>
<td>1</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>12</td>
<td>Henry et al. [90]</td>
<td>1</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>13</td>
<td>Ziemkiewicz et al. [91]</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>14</td>
<td>Wen et al. [92]</td>
<td>1</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>1</td>
<td></td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>15</td>
<td>Jianu et al. [15]</td>
<td>1</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>1</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>16</td>
<td>Saket et al. [93]</td>
<td>1</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
<td></td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>17</td>
<td>Willet et al. [100]</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>1</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>18</td>
<td>Lee et al. [101]</td>
<td>1</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>19</td>
<td>Plasaint et. al. [102]</td>
<td>1</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>20</td>
<td>Van et al. [103]</td>
<td>1</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
<td></td>
<td>1</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>21</td>
<td>Wong et al. [104]</td>
<td>1</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>1</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Reference</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>----</td>
<td>----------------------------</td>
<td>---</td>
<td>---</td>
<td>---</td>
<td>---</td>
<td>---</td>
<td>---</td>
<td>-----</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>22</td>
<td>Steinberger et al. [105]</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>23</td>
<td>Smith et al. [106]</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
<td></td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>24</td>
<td>Heer et al. [107]</td>
<td>1</td>
<td></td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
<td></td>
<td>1</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>25</td>
<td>Ziemkiewicz et al. [108]</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>26</td>
<td>Clarkson et al. [109]</td>
<td>1</td>
<td></td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
<td></td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>27</td>
<td>Cao et al. [110]</td>
<td>1</td>
<td></td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
<td></td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>28</td>
<td>Koh et al. [111]</td>
<td>1</td>
<td></td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
<td></td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>29</td>
<td>Kong et al. [112]</td>
<td>1</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>1</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>30</td>
<td>Cao et al. [113]</td>
<td>1</td>
<td></td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
<td></td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>31</td>
<td>Micallef et al. [114]</td>
<td>1</td>
<td></td>
<td>1</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>1</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>32</td>
<td>Rufiange et al. [115]</td>
<td>1</td>
<td></td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
<td></td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>33</td>
<td>Harrison et al. [116]</td>
<td>1</td>
<td></td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
<td></td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
6.1.1 Ziemkiewicz et al. [91]

The authors evaluated how users with different personality types react to varying visualization layout styles used in hierarchy visualizations. The study was a within-subjects study involving 4 hierarchy visualizations, four datasets, and two tasks (one instance per task). Before performing the study, participants were first given a personality test by asking them to provide their rating for each item on a 40-question personality scale. Participants were then trained, and then presented with the two tasks to perform on each of the visualizations. Each visualization was randomly associated with one of the four datasets and each participant saw all four datasets. After performing the tasks with each visualization, participants are presented with qualitative questions that asked them to rate their likeness of the visualization.

How can this study be designed with VisUnit: This study involves four visualizations conditions, and four dataset conditions. The experimental design of the visualizations is within-subjects and the experimental condition of the datasets is between-subjects. The pre-study questions will include a standardized test where the name of an html file that contains the required personality questions will be specified. The responses to tasks will be taken with widgets and the responses can either be validated by VisUnit or by calling an interface method specified by the evaluator. The name of the introduction file and the number of training trials will be specified.
6.1.2 Laidlaw et al. [29]

The authors evaluated six visualization methods for displaying 2D vector data (i.e. GRID, JIT, LIT, LIC, OSTR, GSTR), using 3 tasks. The visualizations used in this visualization were static visualizations (or images). It was a within-subjects study and users were expected to respond to some of the tasks by clicking in locations in the visualization. Each task instance was a different image.

**How can this study be designed with VisUnit:** This study involves six visualization conditions and no datasets. The experimental design of the visualizations is within-subjects. Task instances will be created for each of the visualization conditions, and each task instance will include the name of an image for that instance. The visualization conditions will be responsible for displaying the images for each given task instance. For the tasks that expect response through interaction, the specification of the task will include two interface methods (one for getting user responses, and one for validating user responses). The name of the introduction file and the number of training samples will also be specified.

6.1.3 Heer et al. [12]

The authors performed 4 experiments and VisUnit can be used to design all four studies. We describe two of these studies below.

**Experiment 1A** - The study involved 7 judgment types in 10 static charts for a total of 70 trials. Participants trained on sample charts before starting the actual test. For each of the 70 trials, participants responded to two tasks using widgets. The authors had a special way of validating answers using a log absolute measure.
**How can this study be designed with VisUnit:** Each of the 7 judgment types will be represented as a viewer condition. This study does not involve datasets so task instances will be based on the visualization conditions. Each task instance will include the name of the chart to display for that instance, and each visualization will be responsible for displaying the charts for each given task instance. The experimental design of the visualization will be within-subjects where participants performed the two tasks with each of the 7 judgment types. The specification of the tasks will include the name of an interface method that will be called to validate user responses. The name of the introduction file and the number of training samples will also be specified.

**Experiment 1B:** This study was also about judgments. They used a 2 display types (i.e. rectangles and tree maps) X 9 (aspect ratios) factorial design with 6 replications, a total of 108 trials. Participants performed the same two tasks they performed in Experiment 1A.

**How can this study be designed with VisUnit:** In this study, there will be 18 (i.e. 2x9) visualization conditions. Similar to experiment 1A, this task does not involve datasets and as such, task instances will be based on the visualization conditions. The experimental design of the visualizations is within-subjects. Each task instance will include the name of the chart to display and the visualization conditions will be responsible for displaying the charts. The specification of the task will include the name of an interface method that will be called to validate user responses. The name of the introduction file and the number of training samples will also be specified.
6.1.4 Haroz et al. [88]

The authors presented three experiments and each of the experiments was a within-subjects study involving 4 groups of static visual stimuli (i.e. color-grouped, color-random, motion-grouped, and motion-random). Participants performed one task in each experiment and 40 trials of the task was performed with each group of visual stimuli. The details of the experiments are as follows:

**Experiment 1** - Participants looked for a known target. Each trial began by displaying a square with the target cue followed by a blank screen, and finally the stimulus. Participants responded to the task using the keyboard.

**Experiment 2** - Participants looked for a unique target with an unknown appearance. For each trial, subjects were shown a visual stimuli and they determined if a unique target exists in the visualization.

**Experiment 3** - Participants compared the number of visual categories in a pair of visual stimuli and determine the visual stimuli that has more variety. For each trial, the first visual stimuli is presented for 500 ms followed by a one second blank gray screen and the second visual stimuli is displayed for 500 ms. Participants responded to the task using the keyboard.

**How can these studies be designed with VisUnit:** For each of these experiments, there are four visualization conditions (i.e. color-grouped, color-random, motion-grouped, motion-random). Since this user study does not involve datasets, task instances will be created for each of visualization conditions, and each task instance will include the name of the visual stimuli image of that task.
instance. For Experiment 1 and 3 where participants are shown parts of the stimuli for a short number of seconds, the visualization condition will coordinate the timing of the display. For example, for the task performed in experiment 1, the visualization will be passed the target cue and the visual stimuli. The visualization will then display the target cue for the required number of seconds, display the blank screen for the required number of seconds, and then display the visual stimuli. Similarly, for the task performed in experiment 3, the visualization will be passed the two visual stimuli, and the visualization will display the first visual stimuli for the required number of seconds, display the blank screen for the required number of seconds, and then display the second visual stimuli. Participants responses to tasks will be received with widgets and the responses will be validated by VisUnit.

6.1.5 Robertson et al. [38]

The authors evaluated the effectiveness of animation in trend visualization. The study was designed as a 3 (visualization) x 2 (dataset size) within-subjects design. The order of the datasets was fixed with the smaller dataset used first for each visualization condition. The visualizations used were interactive, and participants provided answers by selecting objects in the visualization. There were 8 tasks per visualization condition, and participants performed the first four tasks with the smaller dataset and the other four with the large dataset. Participants were screened to ensure they were not color-blind before the test. After performing the task with each visualization, participants performed a survey question related to
that visualization. A set of general survey questions were also asked at the end of the study.

**How can this study be designed with VisUnit:** In this study there are 3 visualization conditions and 2 dataset conditions. The experimental design of the visualizations and the experimental design of the datasets are within-subjects (fixed-order). Evaluators will create a standardized test as a pre-study task. Though VisUnit cannot currently prevent participants that will fail this test from participating in the study, the evaluator can use this information to later filter the study results. The survey question that is asked after each visualization condition will be included as part of the actual study tasks. The survey question that is asked at the end of the general study will be included as part of the post-study tasks. Responses to tasks can be taken with widgets and through interaction with the visualization. The specification for tasks that require responses through interaction must include the name of an interface for getting the response, and the name of an interface for validating the response. Currently, VisUnit will not be able to present the tasks to participants exactly as it was done in the study, as noted in the following limitation.

**Minor limitation:** In this study, the first four questions were asked on the small dataset, and the next four questions were asked on the large dataset. VisUnit currently expects the study tasks to be performed on all the experimental conditions (i.e. visualizations and datasets), and hence cannot support asking users to perform subsets of the tasks with different experimental conditions. Therefore, if this study is to be designed with VisUnit, participants will be asked to
perform all the eight tasks with each experimental dataset condition. Alternatively, this study can be designed as two individual studies each involving one dataset.

6.1.6 Jianu et al. [15]

The authors evaluated techniques that are used in displaying cluster information in node-link diagrams. The study was a between-subjects study involving four visualizations (each having a different clustering technique), one dataset, and 10 tasks with each task having multiple task instances. The tasks were evaluated in four sessions with each session involving at least two of the tasks. Participants responded to tasks with widgets and also by interacting with the visualization.

**How can this study be designed with VisUnit:** This study involves 4 visualization conditions, one dataset and ten tasks. The experimental condition of the visualization is between subjects. Responses to tasks will be received with widgets and by interaction with the visualization. Responses received with widgets can be validated by VisUnit and responses received by interaction with the visualization can be validated by calling interface method specified by the evaluator.

**Minor limitation:** VisUnit currently does not support dividing the study into different sessions with each session containing a subset of the tasks of the study. However, there are two ways VisUnit can be used to design a study that achieves a similar goal: (1) the study can be designed with 10 tasks, and study participants
will perform all the ten tasks; or (2) this study can be designed as four similar studies with each study having the required number of tasks.

6.1.7 Discussion of the limitations of VisUnit

We discovered that VisUnit cannot be used to replicate the controlled user studies reported by 16% of the 101 surveyed papers that have appeared in IEEE Information Visualization (InfoVis) between 1995 and 2015 such as these papers [117, 118, 119, 120, 121, 122, 123, 124, 125, 126, 127, 128, 129, 130, 131, 132]. We found out that the following limitations of VisUnit makes it infeasible for such user studies.

**User studies involving complex visualization tools or non-web based visualizations:** User studies that ask users to perform activities with complex visualization tools are not supported by VisUnit [117, 118, 120]. Similarly, user studies that involve non-web based visualizations are not supported by VisUnit. VisUnit require some level of control over the visualization being evaluated in order to coordinate the user study process from beginning to end. As such, the evaluation of complex visualization tools or visualization systems that do not lend themselves easily to manipulation through web-interface calls are not supported by VisUnit.

**User studies that measure beyond time and error:** Studies that measure dependent variables beyond time and error are not supported by VisUnit. For example, studies that involve eye-tracking or studies that use think-aloud protocols cannot currently be supported by VisUnit [121, 129, 130, 131]. Similarly, user
studies that measure other variables apart from accuracy and completion time cannot be supported effectively by VisUnit.

**Insight-based studies:** Studies that require users to generate insight from visualizations cannot be supported efficiently by VisUnit [118,124,131]. VisUnit supports questions that participants can provide answers to either through widgets or through interaction with the visualization. Insight-based studies that aim to learn something from user interactions cannot be efficiently supported by VisUnit because VisUnit does not currently generate user interactions logs.

**User studies involving collaborative systems:** VisUnit does not support user studies involving collaborative visualization systems or systems that expects participants to work in groups [119]. VisUnit assumes participants will be working alone on studies, as such studies that require participants to collaborate cannot be supported by VisUnit.

**User studies that require physical presence:** Studies that require the physical presence of the evaluator or the use of a specific physical environment cannot be efficiently supported by VisUnit [123, 125, 126, 128]. For example, studies that require participants to manually draw visual objects, studies that require the evaluator to manually change parameters of the visualizations for participants, and studies that require the use of specific devices. Although it is not feasible to automatically run such studies with VisUnit, VisUnit can be used to design and guide sections of such studies and to collect some data.
6.2 Evaluating the efficiency of VisUnit

We conducted a user study with 5 graduate students who are familiar with web-based visualizations and are unaffiliated to this research project. In this study, participants were asked to compare two visualization techniques for representing tree hierarchies using a freely available tree dataset (i.e. “flare.json”) and freely available tree visualizations (i.e. a static radial tree (Figure 6.1), and a collapsible indented tree (Figure 6.2)). Participants were asked to download the dataset and the visualizations from the D3 [11] website. We measured the time it took participants to download and prepare their visualizations, create new tasks, create new task instances, and design the user study. A description of the user study and its results is presented in section 6.2.1 and section 6.2.2 respectively.

To be able to compare the time results of this user study to a baseline and to put the support of VisUnit into perspective, we conducted a survey of researchers who have published papers involving controlled user studies. We asked the researchers to estimate the time it would take graduate students to design a user similar to the one designed by our study participants. A description of the survey and survey results is presented in section 6.2.3 and section 6.2.4 respectively. We provide a comparison of the user study results to the survey results in section 6.2.5.

6.2.1 User study setup

Participants were first given spoken introductions to the functionalities of VisUnit including how to create tasks, how to create task instances, and how to design a user study.
Participants were then provided with the following written instructions to perform as duties of the study:

1. Download the two visualizations and the dataset from the D3 website.
   (a) Collapsible tree: [http://bl.ocks.org/mbostock/1093025](http://bl.ocks.org/mbostock/1093025)
   (b) Radial Reingold Tree: [http://bl.ocks.org/mbostock/4063550](http://bl.ocks.org/mbostock/4063550)

2. Modify the visualizations to have a `setDataset` function and ensure that the function can set the dataset for the visualization and display the visualization.

3. Create the following three study tasks that users can respond to using widgets: Does `nodeX` have more children than `nodeY`?, How many children does `nodeZ` have?, Does `nodeB` and `nodeX` belong to the same immediate parent?

4. Create ten task instances for each of the three tasks created in step 3.

5. Create the following survey questions: a question that asks for the age of participants; a question that asks participants to rate their experience on a scale of 1 to 5.

6. Design a user study involving the two downloaded visualizations and perform a demo of the designed study. For the design, at the pre-study stage, participants should be asked their age. At the actual study stage, participants should be asked to perform the 3 tasks created in step1, and at the post-study stage, participants should be asked to rate their experience on a scale of 1 to 5.
For each of these activities, we measured the time it took participants to perform the respective tasks. Participants created task instances by typing. We did not include tasks that require interactive answers or tasks that require inputs to be highlighted in the visualization. This was because VisUnit expects evaluators to deal with any interactivity in their visualizations and we did not want participants to get bogged down figuring out the implementation details of the visualizations being evaluated.

Figure 6.1: Radial tree visualization involved in the designed user study
Figure 6.2: Collapsible indented tree involved in the designed user study.
Table 6.2: Results table showing the times in minutes that that it took study participants to create tasks, create task instances, and design user studies and see demos

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Participant</th>
<th>Time (mins)</th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th>Total</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Step 1 &amp; 2</td>
<td>Step 3</td>
<td>Step 4</td>
<td>Step 5</td>
<td>Step 6</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>User1</td>
<td>6</td>
<td>6</td>
<td>12</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>8</td>
<td>35</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>User2</td>
<td>9</td>
<td>10</td>
<td>9</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>8</td>
<td>39</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>User3</td>
<td>11</td>
<td>9</td>
<td>12</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>10</td>
<td>45</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>User4</td>
<td>12</td>
<td>13</td>
<td>13</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>12</td>
<td>55</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>User5</td>
<td>9</td>
<td>8</td>
<td>10</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>9</td>
<td>40</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Average</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>42.8 mins</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

6.2.2 User study results

The performance of participants is shown in Table 6.2. The mean time participants took to perform all the tasks in the study was 42.8 minutes, and the standard deviation was 7.7 minutes. Hence on average, it took study participants less than 43 minutes to prepare their visualizations, create tasks, create task instances, design a user study and see a demo. Specifically, it took graduate students on average, 9.4 minutes to download and prepare the visualizations, 9.2 minutes to create three study tasks, 11.2 minutes to create ten task instances, 3.6 minutes to create two survey questions, and 9.4 minutes to design the user study.

6.2.3 Survey involving researchers who conduct controlled user studies

We conducted a survey involving experienced researchers who have previously published a paper that involves a controlled user study. We designed
the survey to serve two main purposes: first, to have a baseline time to compare the results of our user studies to; and second, to gain an insight into the time it took the researchers to conduct the user studies in their papers. We contacted the authors of twenty (20) user study papers published in the information visualization community within the last 5 years (i.e. between 2011 and 2015). These papers were selected from the list of previous studies that can be replicated with VisUnit (Table 6.1). We contacted 43 authors in total by email.

In this survey, we showed the researchers one of the studies designed by our study participants and asked them to estimate the time it will take a graduate student to design such a user study (excluding the time used to implement the visualizations). Specifically, the researchers responded to the following two questions which served as a baseline to compare the results of our user study:

1. How long will it take to create the tasks (i.e. pick the data objects involved in each generic task)?

2. How long will it take to develop the web infrastructure that coordinates the whole user study (i.e. presents the tasks to users, enforces time limits, collects answers, etc.)

Additionally, we asked the researchers to tell us the time it took them to conduct the user study in their paper (excluding the time they used to implement the visualizations). Specifically, the researchers responded to the following three questions which provided an insight into the typical times researchers spend on user studies:
3. How long did it take you to design your user study and implement the infrastructure you used to conduct the user study (e.g. task instances, study presentation, answer logging)?

4. How long did it take you to actually run the user study (e.g., subject management)?

5. How long did it take you to analyze the results of the user studies?

6.2.4 Survey results

The lead authors of six (6) papers responded to our survey, and their responses to our baseline survey questions are shown in Table 6.3. On average, researchers expected graduate students to spend 20.5 days (492 minutes) to create the tasks, and 32 days (i.e. 768 minutes) to create the infrastructure for the study. Overall, researchers expected graduate students to spend 52.5 days (i.e. 1260 minutes) in designing the study, with a standard deviation of 46 days (i.e. 1114 minutes). The survey results of the time it took researchers to conduct the user studies in their own papers is shown in Table 6.4. On average, evaluators reported that they spent 26 weeks (~ 7 months) to design, run, and analyze the results of their user study. Specifically, researchers reported they spent on average 18 weeks to design their study (Q3), 5 weeks to run the study (Q4), and 4 weeks to analyze the results of the study (Q5).

These survey results confirm the fact that user studies are time consuming and it takes evaluators several months to conduct them successfully. As such, VisUnit can save evaluators a considerable amount of time.
Table 6.3: Survey results table showing the times researchers expected graduate students to use in designing the user study.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Researcher</th>
<th>Time to create task (Q1)</th>
<th>Time to develop web infrastructure (Q2)</th>
<th>Total (days)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Researcher1</td>
<td>10 days</td>
<td>3 months</td>
<td>100</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Researcher2</td>
<td>2 weeks</td>
<td>2 weeks</td>
<td>28</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Researcher3</td>
<td>1 week</td>
<td>1 week</td>
<td>14</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Researcher4</td>
<td>2 months</td>
<td>2 months</td>
<td>120</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Researcher5</td>
<td>1 month</td>
<td>1 week</td>
<td>37</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Researcher6</td>
<td>2 days</td>
<td>2 weeks</td>
<td>16</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Average</td>
<td>20.5 days</td>
<td>32 days</td>
<td>52.5 days</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 6.4: Survey results table showing the time researchers reported to spend on designing user studies (Q3), running user studies (Q4), and analyzing the results of user studies (Q5).

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Researcher</th>
<th>Q3</th>
<th>Q4</th>
<th>Q5</th>
<th>Total (weeks)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Researcher1</td>
<td>4 months</td>
<td>3 weeks</td>
<td>1 month</td>
<td>23</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Researcher2</td>
<td>3 months</td>
<td>1 month</td>
<td>2 months</td>
<td>24</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Researcher3</td>
<td>18 months</td>
<td>2 months</td>
<td>1 week</td>
<td>81</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Researcher4</td>
<td>2 months</td>
<td>1 week</td>
<td>1 week</td>
<td>10</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
### 6.2.5 Statistical comparison of user study results and baseline survey results

Figure 6.3 shows the comparison of the mean time in minutes between the user study results (mean=42.8, SD=7.7) and the baseline survey results (mean=1260, SD=1098.1). A Shapiro-Wilk analysis of the results data showed it was normally distributed. An independent T-Test of the results showed a significance difference between the time graduate students used in designing the user study (with VisUnit) compared to the time researchers expected graduate students to spend on designing the user study (p-value = 0.04). The effect size of the results is also large (r = 2.4).

![Comparison Chart](image.png)

Figure 6.3: A bar-chart showing the mean time of the user study results (with VisUnit) vs the mean time of the survey results (without VisUnit).
Threats to Validity: Although there is a significant difference between the time researchers expected the user study to be designed and the actual time graduate students designed the study with VisUnit, there are three main threats to the validity of our results.

First, we were comparing measured time performance of graduate students who performed our study to performance estimated by researchers who saw the designed study through a survey. It is possible that if we had given the researchers the instructions used by the graduate students in our study and told them to measure the time it will take them or their graduate students to design the study, the results could have been slightly different.

Second, in our lab-based studies, we were physically present to answer questions that graduate students might have on the functionalities of VisUnit. It is possible that if the graduate students were left to figure out some of the functionalities of VisUnit on their own, they could have taken longer to design the study.

Third, judging by the big difference between the time it took graduate students to create tasks and the time researchers expected them to take, it seems the researchers were factoring in the time it will take graduate students to deliberate and design the tasks correctly for the study. It is possible if we did not give users instructions on how to create the tasks, they could have taken a longer time to create the tasks. However, we think such a change in the study parameters would not have had a great impact on the current results. This is because, if we compare the results of our lab-based studies (\(mean = 42.8\) min, \(SD = 7.7\) min) only to the
time researchers estimated graduate students to develop the infrastructure (mean = 768 min, SD = 834.6 min), the difference is still significant. Specifically, a Shapiro-Wilk analysis shows the result is not normally distributed, and a Wilcoxon-rank-sum test (p-value = 0.008, effect-size (r) = 2.7) shows researchers expected graduate students to take significantly longer time to design the study.

6.3 Using VisUnit to support research studies

In this section, we describe an example of a research work that was significantly supported by VisUnit.

6.3.1 Ecological validity in quantitative user studies – a case study in graph evaluation

Quantitative user studies are too often judged by the magnitude of detected effects and basic soundness of their protocol, in detriment of their ecological validity. In this work, we show how considering ecological validity of a study’s tasks, interactions, and data, can lead to important differences in evaluation outcomes and conclusions. Specifically, we revisit the highly cited study by Ghoniem et al. [28] which compared node-link diagrams (NLD) and adjacency matrices (AM), and found that for large graphs, AM performed better than the NLD in both accuracy and time for all of seven tasks. We discuss the ecological validity of the study within a formal framework, then show quantitatively that testing the
same fundamental ‘data-reading’ tasks but with slightly modified tasks and interactions can lead to different conclusions.

6.3.2 Original study

Ghoniem et al. [28] compared NLDs and AMs on seven graph tasks. Users had to: (1) estimate node count, (2) estimate edge count, (3) find the most connected node, and (4) find a node by its label. Given two selected nodes users had to: (5) find if they are connected, (6) find if they share a neighbor, and (7) find the path between them. Users could select multiple nodes and highlight another via mouse-over in both representations. Randomly generated graphs of three sizes (20, 50, 100) and densities (0.2, 0.4, and 0.6) were used. The AM was sorted lexicographically.

The results of their study: For small sparse graphs, NLD and AM were similar, but NLD was better in connectivity tasks (5,6,7). For large and dense graphs, AM outperformed NLD in all seven tasks.

6.3.3 A discussion of ecological validity

We formalize our discussion of ecological validity into a framework of five questions, which may be generalizable to evaluations beyond the current case study.

Question 1: Is the study using ecologically valid data? Real-life graph data rarely exhibits random topological structure. Moreover, an important benefit of graph visualizations is that they can reveal such structure. As such, random graphs may not be an ecologically valid choice of data.
**Question 2:** Is the presentation of the visualizations ecologically valid? Ghoniem et al. [28] used lexicographically ordered AMs. These support the tasks they evaluated well. For example, it is unsurprising that finding a node takes constant time in their AM, as this task reduces to scanning an ordered list of labels. However, lexicographic AMs do not reveal important topological properties, and may be used less often than those that reveal topological properties as illustrated in Figure 6.3

**Question 3:** Are the visualizations equivalent? We argue that NLDs are not equivalent to lexicographic AMs, since the first reveals structure while the second cannot. While it is true that the visualizations are equivalent for the subset of evaluated tasks, a complete answer needs to consider (1) how often are lexicographical AMs used, especially if topological ordering is also available, and (2) how often do users change AM ordering depending on their tasks. We believe the use of AM that expose topological structure (Figure 6.3) would have led to a more meaningful comparison.

![Figure 6.4](image-url)  
*Figure 6.4: Lexicographically ordered AMs (left) cannot reveal graph structure in the same way that a clustered AM (center) and an NLD (right) can.*
**Question 4:** Are the interactions equivalent? This is a difficult question because: (a) an interaction in one visualization may not have an equivalence in another; (b) the same interaction may aid each visualization in different ways and to different degrees.

For example, Ghoniem et al.’s [28] selection of nodes in the AM is not equivalent to the one in the NLD. As shown in Figure 6.3, the NLD allows users to easily read the neighbors of a selected node since they are exposed by their incident edges. This is more difficult in the matrix since a user has to trace from a dot vertically or horizontally through the matrix to reach its label, without any visual aid. As shown by the results of the study, this difference becomes important if the connectivity task is phrased differently.

Furthermore, an interaction that most NLDs implement is that of picking and moving nodes around. This interaction can often clarify where a selected node’s edges end in a dense visualization. It does not however have an equivalence in the AM, and Ghoniem et al. [28] did not allow it in their NLD. As shown by the results of the study, the absence of this feature was the main reason of poor performances by Ghoniem et al.’s [28] users when using NLD on large graph connectivity tasks.

This raises an important question: does adding this feature give an unfair advantage to NLD? Introducing this feature should not give an unfair advantage to NLD because any interaction involves a cost in addition to a benefit. As long as
the interaction is useful and part of how the visualization is typically used, it is ecologically valid and should not be abstracted away.

**Question 5:** Are the chosen tasks, as presented to subjects, ecologically valid? As defined, this question has two components: (a) is the fundamental tasks valid, and (b) is the task phrasing valid?

For example, most people would agree that determining if two nodes are connected is a fundamental graph task. However, this task can be presented in many forms: users can be asked if a highlighted node is connected to another node; asked if two highlighted nodes are connected to each other; and asked if two unhighlighted nodes are connected to each other. These three scenarios are not equivalent because they involve different interactions and different overheads. Ghoniem et al. [28] evaluated the connectivity task by highlighting both nodes. We argue that their approach may be the least ecologically valid instantiation of this fundamental task because exploring a graph does not generally rely on pairwise node selections.

More generally, two questions can help quantify the ecological validity of a task: (a) how often do real users perform the task as phrased in the study?; (b) can a task be easily replaced by an equivalent, more efficient interaction or query? While the first question is somewhat evident, the second bears discussion. Ghoniem et al.’s [28] first three tasks could easily be implemented as graph queries, in the same way text editors offer functionality for counting words. Locating nodes by querying is also available in most visualization systems, and
finding a node should take constant time once the cost of visual search exceeds that of typing. More broadly, if a visual task can be replaced by a query that can be posed and computed faster, then the visual task may have limited ecological validity.

6.3.4 User study

Hypotheses: We hypothesized that a user study following the aforementioned guidelines would yield different conclusions than those of Ghoniem et al. [28]. Specifically, we focused on two scenarios in which AM outperformed NLD: task 5 (‘connectivity task’) and task 6 (‘common neighbor task’), both for large graphs. We made the following changes to Ghoniem et al.’s [28] study: (i) we used a real data set; (ii) we ordered the AM to reveal topological structure; (iii) we allowed users to drag nodes in NLDs; (iv) we created two versions of task 5: one using the original phrasing, in which both nodes are selected (5a), and a new task in which one node is selected while the other is named by its label (5b). Our hypotheses were that given these changes:

**H1:** NLD will outperform AM for both tasks 5a and 5b, even for large graphs. Reason: moving nodes allows NLD users to better see where edges end.

**H2:** AM will perform worse on 5b than 5a. Reason: the AM selection, as implemented, is less powerful than the NLD one.

**H3:** NLD will outperform AM for task 6, even for large graphs. Reason: moving nodes allows NLD users to better see where edges end.
**Protocol and delivery:** We designed a 2 visualizations x 3 tasks between-groups study, and used VisUnit [94] to run it online via Amazon Mechanical Turk (MT). We drew the NLD using D3’s generic forced directed method, and we ordered the AM using public D3 code. The underlying data was a graph of 100 nodes with a link density of 0.2 and derived from a book recommendation dataset. We changed the book names to match the simplified nomenclature used by Ghoniem et al. [28] (i.e., A0..F9). We provided the same interactions as Ghoniem et al. [28], namely node selection and node highlighting (Figure 6.5), and added node dragging in NLD. Formally, we evaluated the following tasks:

5a: Given two highlighted nodes, determine if they are connected.

5b: Given one highlighted node and the label of a second, determine if they are connected.

6: Given two highlighted nodes, determine if they have a common neighbor.

Following an introduction, subjects trained on five instances of each task type (15 training tasks), then completed the study with another five instances of each type (15 actual tasks). To minimize boredom and learning effects between the three evaluated tasks, we alternated the order in which we presented them to users. We recruited a total of 90 Mechanical Turk (MT) users, 45 for each of the two visualizations.
6.3.5 Results

A Shapiro-Wilk analysis of our users' time and accuracy showed it was not normally distributed. We thus used a Wilcoxon-rank-sum test to analyze both time and accuracy. Our results were different from those of Ghoniem et al. [28]. We found that participants that used NLD were more accurate than those that used AM for task 5a (p<0.001), more accurate than those that used AM for task 5b (p<0.001), and faster than those that used AM for task 5b (p=0.002). This confirms the hypotheses H1 and H2. Finally, participants that used NLD were significantly more accurate than those that used AM for task 6 (p<0.001), thus confirming hypothesis H3.
Figure 6.6: Accuracy and time results for the three tasks.

Our contributions are in three-fold. First, we provide a framework for discussing the ecological validity of visualization user studies, and demonstrate its applicability in a case study. Second, we show how even small changes in study setup can lead to different outcomes. Third, we explain some of Ghoniem et al.’s [28] surprising results (e.g., inability to move nodes determined the lower NLD performance), and end up with a different recommendation: NLDs are significantly better for all evaluated topological tasks, regardless of graph size and density.

6.4 Summary

In this chapter, we evaluated the effectiveness of VisUnit by showing that it can be used to replicate a wide range of user studies. This evaluation validates the effectiveness of VisUnit and achieves our research goal of designing a framework that supports a wide range of user studies.
We also evaluated the efficiency of VisUnit by performing a user study involving 5 graduate students who are familiar with web based visualization and are unaffiliated to this research project. Study participants were able to design user studies using publicly available code in less than an hour. This evaluation validates the efficiency of VisUnit and achieves our research goal of designing a framework that facilitates user studies and saves evaluators time. We also show the potential of VisUnit to support research by describing an example of a research work that was supported by VisUnit.
7 CONCLUSION AND FUTURE WORK

In this chapter, we provide a summary of the research presented in this dissertation, discuss our contributions to the field of visualization and discuss lessons learned as well as future research directions that can build upon and expand our work.

7.1 Summary

User studies play an important role in information visualization research to validate research findings. This is because they help choose appropriate visual encodings and techniques out of a wide array of competing options. However, conducting user studies is challenging, time consuming, and expensive. The research problem we investigated in this dissertation is how to design an online framework that can reduce the overhead involved in conducting web-based controlled visualization user studies.

We provide the design of a framework that reduces the overhead involved in conducting user studies and facilitates a wide range of user studies in information visualization. In the first phase of this dissertation, we investigated how to design a framework to facilitate user studies involving graph networks, a smaller problem that helped us test hypotheses on a smaller scale. To this end, we gathered requirements on graph user studies, designed, implemented and evaluated an open-source framework (GraphUnit) that facilitates graph user studies by semi-automating the design, run, and result analyses of graph user studies.
In the second phase of this dissertation, we investigated how to facilitate a wide range of visualization user studies. To this end, we gathered additional requirements on standard processes and fundamental properties of user studies involving visualization types such as multidimensional, temporal, tree, and 2D area. We then designed and implemented VisUnit, a framework that is flexible, user-friendly, and facilitates a wide range of user studies involving data visualizations. We evaluated VisUnit's effectiveness by demonstrating that it can be used to replicate a wide range of previous user studies and can be a supporting tool in new research as well. We demonstrated VisUnit's efficiency by showing that evaluators unaffiliated to this project were able to use VisUnit to design user studies involving publicly available visualizations and data in less than an hour.

7.2 Lessons learned in this research

Over the course of working on this research, we have learnt that a lot of decision making goes into conducting user studies and a framework that facilitates the processes involved in running user studies helps save valuable time for evaluators. In the following paragraphs, we provide answers to the high-level questions we raised in Chapter 3 to validate the success of this dissertation.

*How can we design a framework that is user-friendly and flexible to semi-automate web-based user studies of many visualization types and task types?*: Although evaluators make diverse decisions during the design and organization of user studies, a considerable number of user studies in information visualization follow a standard protocol with processes that include: (1) providing introduction,
(2) getting demographic data and asking pre-study qualitative questions, (3) performing standard tests such as color-blindness tests, (4) training users with sample instances of study tasks, (5) presenting users with multiple instances of each task and collecting user responses, and (6) asking post-study qualitative questions (7) Using statistics to analyze study results. These processes can be automated.

To have a flexible framework that supports a wide range of user studies, we need a framework design that provides separation between the required processes, the visualizations being evaluated, the datasets used, the tasks, and other resources. The framework design can therefore act like a black-box, where evaluators provide their inputs (i.e. required processes, visualizations, datasets, tasks, task instances, etc.), and it presents a designed user study which can be managed semi-automatically from the first process to the last process in the user study.

*Can this framework be effective and efficient to facilitate a wide range of user studies?* This framework design is effective to facilitate a wide range of user studies involving data visualizations. We demonstrated that our framework can effectively be used to replicate a wide range of user studies involving data visualizations and demonstrate that evaluators were able to use our framework to design user studies in less than an hour.
7.3 Contributions

The following are the key contributions from the thesis.

1. The design of a framework that can reduce the overhead involved in web-based user studies: We explored requirements for our design from previous user studies in the information visualization literature, explored technologies that can be leveraged, and designed and implemented a prototype that facilitates graph user studies. We extended our prototype and designed and implemented VisUnit an open source framework and an online service that can provide real time support and time saving functionalities for user study evaluators.

2. Evaluation of VisUnit effectiveness and efficiency: We demonstrate the effectiveness of VisUnit by showing that it can be used to replicate a wide range of existing user studies. Specifically, we show that it can be used to replicate 84% of 101 controlled user studies published in IEEE InfoVis conference between 1995 and 2015. These user studies involve graphs, multidimensional visualizations, trees, 2D areas, and temporal visualizations. We also demonstrate the efficiency of our design by showing that evaluators can use VisUnit to design user studies in less than an hour; and run studies and analyze study results within a day. Specifically, we conducted a user study involving 5 computer science graduate students. Students were asked to design user studies to evaluate competing visualization techniques. On average, it took participants less than an hour to design a study.
7.4 Future directions

There are several research directions that can build and expand on this work. We discuss these ideas here.

*Measuring beyond time and error:* The design of VisUnit focused on measuring accuracy and time data. However, user studies can measure other variables beyond time and error. For example, in addition to accuracy and time, user studies can measure the number of clicks, and the number of answer changes that users had. Future studies should look at supporting measurements beyond time and error. The nature of web-based studies also poses challenges to measurements, for example, participants may be using different devices with different processing power (such as Smart phones, tablets, lap-tops, and desk-tops), or participants may have different screen size and screen resolutions. The differences between these devices can influence the results of studies. It will be interesting to investigate how web-based studies are impacted by the devices of participants, and how measurements can be adjusted based on devices of participants. One strategy that can be used to address some of these challenges will be to allow evaluators to specify a minimum or maximum requirement for hardware, screen size, and screen resolution, such that, participants who do not meet the requirements will be prevented from taking the study.

*Supporting Eye tracking and think aloud protocols:* Eye tracking studies are becoming common. The cameras of devices used by study participants can be employed for basic eye-tracking studies. Similarly, the microphones of devices used by participants can be used for think-aloud studies. Future studies should
investigate how to support web-based user studies that involve eye tracking and think-aloud protocols and how to measure such data remotely.

**Supporting reusable designs and results:** A lot of comparative user studies that evaluators perform can benefit from previous user studies. Future work should investigate how to standardize user studies, and allow evaluators to store their user study designs and results in publicly accessible repositories. This will provide opportunities for researchers to easily extend the work of other researchers using new tasks and additional variables. Moreover, this will allow researchers to leverage existing user studies for new comparative studies.

**Supporting participant profiles and qualifications:** It will be useful to keep track of participants who perform tasks, and remember qualifications that they have taken before. This way, evaluators can be able to use participants who meet certain qualifications, without the need for those participants to repeat those qualifications again. This can considerable reduce durations of studies. For example, evaluators should be able to easily perform user studies with participants that have normal vision, participants that are not color-blind or participants that meet a given criteria. Keeping profiles of study participants will also provide an opportunity for evaluators to perform longitudinal studies with specific groups of users. Future work should look at tracking participant profiles and qualifications.

**Detecting malicious behavior automatically:** Some web-based and crowdsourced workers do not take tasks seriously. The actions of such workers cost evaluators time and money. Evaluators spend additional time filtering results,
and lose money paid to such malicious users. Instead of waiting for such malicious users to finish the studies, it will be useful to prevent such users from completing the studies. Future work should investigate methods to automatically detect malicious users during the training stage or detect them early on in the study and prevent them from the continuing the study.

Supporting other categories of user studies: This work focused on controlled user studies, however there are other categories of user studies that future work can support. For example, there is a growing interest in insight-based user studies [95, 96], as Shneiderman puts it aptly "The purpose of visualization is insight, not pictures" [97]. Future work should investigate the feasibility of running insight-based studies with web-based participants, and investigate the incentives such studies will require. Future work should also investigate how to provide infrastructure to support web-based usability studies, insight-based studies, and ethnographic studies.
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